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VOL. XII.—

HOLLAND,

NO. 25.

pattand dity
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

THAT HACKING COUGH
cored bj Shiloh’s Care. We

fanttan.

If EYER, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all by D. R. Meengs.
IVX kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames.etc.;River st.
WILL YOU SUFFER

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
52

A Young Traveler.

even
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Old Berkshire Mills,

Livery ini Sale SUblei.

Dalton, Mass., April

TYOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
13 andbarnonMarkctetreet.Everythingfirst-

27,

)

ommending her

1882. f

class.

Mr. Peter Lawler has been ft resident of
*
this town for the past seventeen years, and
Yearly advertisers have the privilege ot three TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery .and Boarding in our employ for fifteen, ami in all these
XX stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al- years he has been a good and respected
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s citizenof the town and community. He
33-tf
lines, $2.00 per annum,
has bad some chronic disease to our knowlNotices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; edge for most of the time, but now claims
ii» Ninth street, near Market.
lished whitoutcharge for subscribers.
to be, and is, in apparent good health.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Meat Market*.
Ch.vb. O. Browns, Pres’t.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote
[The wonderful case referred to above
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- TT’UITE, J.. Dealerinall kinds of meats and
is published in another column and will
JV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
nifies tnat no paper will be continued after date.
prove of great value to thousands of our

Hotel.

”

.

THIS PAPER

T&

TT'AN

DERHAAR,

may be
0Co''e
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetable!; paper
and twine; 8th street.

YORK.

Bucklen'a Arnica Salve.
greatestmedical wonder of the
TJAUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors world. Warranted to speedily cure Burns,
of Plugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour Bruises, Cuts, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Sores, Cancers,* Piles, Chilblains, Corns,
YTAN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements Tetter, Chapped Hands, and all skin erupand Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street. tions, guaranteedto cure in every instance,
\X7ILMS, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and or money refunded. 35 cents per boi. A
VV Iron and Wood combinationPumps. Cor- positivecure for piles. -For side by H.

V

readers.— Ed.

Kasufsotorioi,Ellli, Shops, Itc.

iait

1M.

V

Chicago.
Ni’t Mix- Mail.
Exp. ed.

1883.

10,

to

TOWNS.

Wi
'alsb.

10th and River streets.

From Chicago
to Holland.
Mix- Ni’t
Mail.
ed. Exp.

From Holland

The

L

Chicago & Wert Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect, Sunday June

1

‘

Hotiry Fuhllci.

A Card.

OTEGENGA, A.

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Pnblic. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan.
Michigan. 9-ly

the saliva of a

mad dog

does not

by

fetal

the Hamilton, Ont., Spectator: “During words, the secretionsof rabid animals
last week Hugh Murray, D. G. M., re- have poisononaproperties over and above

V

0

if

producing serious locsl injuries— in other

4 SONS., General Dealers
8LBELPE88 NIGHTS, made miserable by that Grand Trunk station and meet the Atin Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats terriblecough. Shiloh's Cure Is tbe remedy
ed] for
lantic Express, and transfer to the train
H.
and Caps, Floor. Provisions,etc. ; River street. you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
for
Brockville, a littlegirl, five years old,
Editor and Publisher.
CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath
Botili.
secured by Shiloh’s CatarrhRemedy. Price, 50 daughter of a deceased brother Mason.
rilTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, Pro- cents. Nasal Injector free. Sold by D.R. Meengs. According to request he was on hand, and
Terms of Subscription:
prietors.The only first-classHotel in the
FOR LAME BACK, Side or Chest use Shiloh’s on the arrival ot the train found the con$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 tf city. Is located In the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best samole rooms Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R.
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
Meengs.
ductor, who pointed out to him the object
in the State. Free bus in connection with the Hopaid at six months.
tel. Holland,
10-iy
SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure is of his search. A sweet little girl, small
>ld by uh
uh on a guarantee.It cures consumption. even for her age, was shown him, and
TjHtENIX HOTEL. Ryder 4 Coffee, proprietors. sold
leengs.
“. R. Meo
Located near the Chi. 4 W. Mich. R’y depot, Sold by D
JOB PRINTING Promptly ml Matty Eratei. has good facilities for the traveling public,and its
there could be no doubt as to her identity,
SHILOH’S VITALIZE!! is what yon need for
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommodaConsumption, Loss of Appetite, Dizziness and for around her neck was a cord to which
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
all symptonsof Dyspepsia. Price iO and 75 cents
was attached a piece of vellum, inscribed
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for OCOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor. per oottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
on which was a statementthat the youthThis hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
first insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH Ind Bronchitis ful passenger,journeying alone all the
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accominsertion for any period under three mouths.
modations can always be relief on. Holland, Immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Cure. Sold by
6 x. 1 1 Y.
D. R. Meengs.
3 M.
way from the State of Colorado,was the
Mlctt.^
8-ly
350 500 8 00
i Square ..............J..
daughter of a deceased Mason, and rec-

ROGERS.

597.

communicate rabies it msy prove

VTAN PUTTEN G„

WILLIAM

NO.

searches of M. Bert. One of these is that

We have been requested to publish the
can be so qalckl?
guaranteeit. Sold followingarticle which was taken from

with Dyspepsiaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh's Vltalizer is guaranteedto
cure you. Ifcld by D. R. Meengs.

OiBiral Sialin.

OFFICE: No.

WHOLE

1883.

28,

Additional <$ofal.

Inen.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

<

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

the special rabic virus.
is

second fact

a dog

which has bitten any person does not

that the animal is free from

die,

rabies.

These conclusions will add to the terrors
of the

disease. But there is some conso-

lation in learning

fjom

M.

Bert that tho

mere salivasof rabid dogs do not always
communicate the deadly virus, and apparently never communicate it unless
they contaio the mucus from the respiratory organs, which seems to

be the

fatal

portion of the saliva.

Arago'i Little Joke.

One day aj the

Freemasons they had a long

to the care of

The

that it does not follow because

Academy of

Scieucea

aigl tiresome session.

who Arago thought he would go out and take
might be journeying from that distant the air. At the foot of the stairway there
State to Canada. Attached to the cord was a leather bowl, upon which tho rays
was a Masonic emblem calculatedto at- of the sun were hotly beating. Arago
tract attention,also her ticket (first-class) turned the bowl around, and, rushing up
and her check for her baggage. When stairs, told the distinguishedassemblage
the train arrived she was found to be in that he bad just met with something that
the care of an American lady and gentle- was very mysterious. “That leather bowl”
man who had been attracted by the fact he said, “at tbe foot of the stairway is
that a child, almost an infant, was travel- cool upon the side which presents itself to,
ing alone so great a distance, and who, the sun, but warm upon the other aide.”
as they were going past the town to which The scientists descended in a body and
the child was consigned, determined to substantiated this assertion. They took
take charge of her as far as that place. the inclination of the sun, the hour, the
This kind coupla did not appear to relish minute the second, and a vast array of
the idea of giving up their little charge, other details. They made calculations,
whom they thought fell properly under and several weeks afterward each of them
their care, by a reading of the Inscription presented a paper explantngthe phenomecommending the child to all charitably non, Arago himself taking care to send la
disposed persons, but upon being shown his explanationwith tho rest. There is
the telegram to meet the child they with no knowing how far tbe discussionmight
considerable reluctance gave up their lit- hate gone bad it not been for tho doortle charge* Many Masons on the staff of keeper, who, having seen Arago turn the
the Grand Trunk railway at Hamilton bowl, and pitying tho worthy gentlemen
and among the passengers at the station who were so much worried, cleared aw&y
and other charitably disposed persons

.

To all who are suffering from the errors
and
indiscretionsof youth, nervous weaka.m.
a.
m.
a.
in.
p.m.
a.
m.
p.ra.
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c.f
10t30 9 20 11 15 ....Holland ..... 3 23 800 5 15
Physician.
I will send a recipe that will cure you,
10 55 10 00 11 35 East Saugutuck 3 05 7 30 4 53
free of charge. This great rcftiedy wi>8
American.
EST, R. B.j Physician and Surgeon, can be discovered by a missionary in South had been informed of the expected arrival the mystery
11 05 10 20 U 45 .New Richmond. 255 7 15 443
found In his office, on River aueet, next door
of
the
asd
ah€”'ifcw»a«e«
America. Send a self-addressedenvelope
to D. R. Meengs,drag store.
11 57 11 55 12 35 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 52 3 55
to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station of li. r very youthful appearance attracted
Lippincott’bMagazine for August has
T/’REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resi- D, New York
28-lv
12 20 12 35 12 55 ..... Bangor. ... 2 00 5 20 3 35
a good deal of notice. She had been a variety of articles especially suited to
LV. deuce on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers &
traveling for four days aud nights, trans- summer reading. The opening illustrated
1 50 3 15 2 20 .Benton Harbor.12 50 320 2 20 Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. tb 12 m., and
We ore ready how to accommodateall
from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly
our customers. Let every one come and ferred from one train lo another, aud had paper, “A Holiday on French Rivers,” by
2 15 3 30 2 30 ...St. Josepi)... 12 40 8 10 2 15
QCIIIPUORST,L. Physician and Surgeon; See us in our newly fitted up and re- always been among friends, each vicing Theodore Child, is an account of a boat3 40 6 00 3 45 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 10 1 10
modeled quarters.
office at the drug store of Schepers& Schlpwith the other in attending to her wants, ing excursion down the Yonno and tho

0

B

little*

City.'

m.

O

7 30

.... 5
a. in. p. m. p.

+9 10
50 ....Chicago ..... 900
a. m. a.m. p. m.
m.

From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
a m. a.m. p. m.

From Grd.
to Holland.
a. m. a. m. ip.m.

+5 25 S 16 3 25

...Holland ..... 11 05 9 10 10 15

5 38 8 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 52 8 40 10 05

6 35 10 40 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 00 6 35 +9 00
a.

m.

m.

a.

p.

m.

a.

m.

a.

m. p.m.

a

JJREYMAN,0TT0

H., dealer in Watchcf,Clocks.
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets,Holland
24-ly.
.....

Mich.
...

I

L

7 00 4 15 12 00 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 1 12 9 00
... Ferry sburg...

2 30

1 o.

8 50

+8 15
7 40 4 50 12 36 ...Muskegon... 2 00 12
m. p.ra. p. m.
p. m. p. m. p.m.

to

ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland
a.

m.

p.

8 20

m.

8 25

9 10

8 49

9 35

4 00

10 15

4 15

10 50

4 40

p.

10 45

2 15

10 30

1 55

10 15

0. cf 0. F.

1

am trow prepared to utnieh all kinds of

Fruit

and

&•

Ornamental Trees,

18-6w.

more than an Lake Tahoe,” by John Vance Cheney,
she was taken up town ami her will appeal to all lovers of nature, comwants attendedto. Washed and cleaned, paratively few of whom have any knowlshe returned to the station, where Bro. edge of this wonderful sheet of water. An
Murray had arrange^ that Dr. Rice, the article which should be not only read but
president of the Methodist Conference of attentivelyconsidered is one on “HydroCanada, should take her safely to Toronto, phobia,” by Dr. Charles W. Dulles, who
but, meeting the lady aqd gentleman in exposes the prevalent misconceptionsand
whose company she had arrived, and up- exaggerationsin regard to the disease.
on their expressing a desire to continue “The Story of Hannah Lightfoot,” a fair
her trip did not leave for
hour,

their supervision as far

as Brockville,he Quakeress

Farmers and

25

m. p.m.

Woodsmen.

Produce, Etc.

under

@
@
.......... @

$ 75
Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sun- Apples, V bushel .................
Beans, 7 bushel ................
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
t

1 00
1 25

Butter, tflb ..........
Eggs, fi dozen .....................

to

.v

of miles alone, not only safely, but monopolizingthe credit and prestige of
comparativecomfort;and yet she was public works which they neither deviso
not alone. The child was to be met at nor execute. “The Soul-Sisters,”by

ands
in

Brockville by her uncle,

Merrickville,who

Wm.

Merrick,of Charles Dunning, is an interesting story,
extremely well written,and “The Idol

was to adopt her.

Doubtless the Masons there will keep and the Idolaters”is a piquant sketch
satirizing American worshippers of the
their eye on this interestinglittle girl.”
English nobility.

fe
Q

14

14
13
40
70

We

will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year

round, viz:

.

,

,

@

gusmesij

Hydrophobia.

The old man Jones was rubbing

.

Oak

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Honey, lb...* ..................
Onions, 9 bnshels ...............
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
DiWftartj.
New Potatoes, 9 bushel ..........
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
drain, Feed, Etc.
Black Ash Reading' Bolts 88 inches long.
Attorney!.
(Correctedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Basswood Heading 'Bolts, 88 inches long.
JJOWARD, M. D., Cl>lm Agent, Attorneyand Buckwheat, 9 bushel .............. ft 65 Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
Bran, A 100 9>s .....................
ft
80
Notary Pnblic; River street.
For making contracts or further inBarley, 9 100 lb .................... ft 120
Clover seed, 9 0> ..................ft 6 50 formationapply to Filter’s Stave Factory.
CBRIDB, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, Corn
9 100 lbs ............... ft 1 25
ED. VER SCHURE, Supt.
Ivi Leppig’s Block, Grand Rapids,Michigan. Corn, Meal
shelled 9 boshel
......... ft 48
Business in Kent, Ottawa aud Allegan Counties
Floor, 9 hrl ..................
......
ft
5 00 or to G. Van Putteo & Sons’ store.
will be promptly attended to.
Fine Corn Meal V 100 lbs ......... ft 140
Feed, 9 ton .........................ft 22 00
OonnluloaMerchant.
“ 9 100 lb ............
ft 1 25
.

.

price paii

E ighth&F
Fish

Hay, 9 ton .......................
ft 8 00
Middling, 9 100 D ...............
ft 110
Oats, f bushel ...............
40
Pearl Bariev, 9 100 It ...............ft 6 00
Rye 9 bush ......................
50
Timothy Heed, V bushel .......... ft 2 25
Wheat, white 9 bushel. ............ ft 100

streets,Holland, Mich. 17

Sruia and Medicines.

rvOESBURG. J. O.

Dealer In Drags and Medlclnee, Paints and Dili. Brashes, Ac. Physidans prescriptions carefullyput up. Eighth BL

XJ

red
••
LancasterBed, f

......

bushel.

...

ft
ft

ft 102

A. P.

STEGENGA,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Claim l CollKtinignt, Kotarj hie,

view of discovering whether tbe

a

compelled to inquire :

fatal

“Has your silver mine turned out

infection of rabies can be disarmed of its

power by jnoculation. It

said that he nanza?”
“Haven’t heard from
now posesses four dogs which are proof
against the infection, whatever
the

method of

may

PUTTM,

‘V7A2I
W«. , Dealer In
slnei, Faints, Oils, etc.; Preprieter of Dr.

W.VA>DraBne’s7»mUyMeAlelBes;BlvsrBt

_

i.

in four weeks.”
if

you had a

inoculation used or the vir- thousand tons of ore in sight.”

“Ob, no;

ulence of the matter, while other dogs in-

same virus invariably
perish. Tbe experimenterraises the
question whether these four animals owe
oculated with the

I have

just been giving away

$50,000 worth of the stocjf.”

“Not giving it away?”
“Yes, sir. Didn’t cost tbe recipientsa

their impunity to spontaneous recovery penny.”

from

»

may have

mild attack, which

of

“Well, what kind of

es.

we
disease. One

caped observation,or whether they

a

way

is that to

run

a silver miner*

"Oh, don’t you worry, Brown— not

the three dogs which be inoculatedis We’ye got

to

baveaome shares out

In

a bit.

order

in your orders for tbe Fourth. Especial attention given to collecting 1881 eorvived, and though inoculated to make an assessment, and next week we
twice In 1882, be did pot become rabid. hail call for 70 cents on the dollar in order
claims. All business entrustedto
Ice Cream,, Oranges, Lemons, Nuts and
me
will
be
faithful!
j
cared
for.
The
importance of finding a remedy for fo meet the expenses of survey and map
Cigars by tbe wbolessls, at tbe City Bakall
forms
of hydrophobia ie magnifiedby chinery. Don’t you worry about me, Mr.
Drage, Medl' ery of
A. P.

Perfumeries. River street.

__ i.---____ ^

it

“You look as pleased as

be

Bung

V

a bo-

is

naturally refractory to the

ft 1 05

his

For some time M. Pasteur, the French hands and smiling ail over as he met
investigator,has been experimentingwith Brown the other day, and the latter felt

...

store cor

George III. is said to

tion for their services,the military officers

five years old traveling thous-

(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)

* Mixed trains.

whom

A

Holland, Mich. child

ATTENTION

9 50 12 80

m. p.m.

18-

5,

agreed to entrust his charge to them. have privately married in his youth, is by
flollandCity Lodge, No. 192, IndcpeudentOrdcr
(HEDGE PLANTS, VINES, SHRUBS,
off Odd Fellows
Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
The littlething was delighted to meet her T. Fitzgerald Molloy, another well-known
Fellows Hall, Holland, MtchT, on Tuesday Evening
FLOWERS, ETC.. ETC.,
of each week
acquaintances again, and joyfully took English writer. In a paper on “Governat the lowest prices.I purchase my stock of reVisiting brothers arecordiallyinviled .
ment Engineers,”Frank D. Y. Carpenter
her
place in the cars with them.
Tnos. McMasteb, N. G.
liable Nursery men and guaranteesatisfaction.
William Baumqabtel, R. S.
Trees delivered free at any Railroad Station in
This sounds like one of the interesting complains with much justice and force
this and adjoining counties. Orders by mall will
receive prompt attention. A share of your patron- stories one sometimes reads of, and speaks that the civil engineers employed by tho
F. •& A. X.
age is respectfully solicited.
government receive no adequate recogolvolumes for the civilizationof the age.
FRED. L. SOUTER.
of

ARBocLAnCommunication
Unity Lodge,
From Allegan to
No. 191.F. & A.M..willbeheldat MasonicUall
Holland.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesdayevening,Aug.
a. m.
p. m.
,at7j’clock, sharp.
11 05 8 00
O. Breyman, W.M.
D.L. Boyd.SVc’v.

Allegan. .

Rouen, and besides giving charm-

in which ing descriptions of the scenery and towns,

me

JSTOTICE.

.11=..^

3 05

11 40

7 10 4 20 12 05

Give

To Fruit Growers & Fanners.

....Bushkill ....
6 36

new.
W.

‘

Watchmaker, Jeweler, aud
dealer in Faucy Good#; Corner of Market
aud Eighth Street.

_

11 30

like

call. . VORST.
Holland,
1683.
June

t5 45 3 25 11 03 ....Holland. ... 3 25 1 55 9 50
6 20

all necessaries Seine to

little purse

Wm.

making them appear

Wstchsusd Jmlry.

TV

From Muskegon
to Holland.
p.m.ip.m. pm.

From Hollandto
Muskegon.
a. m. p.m. a. m.

and even luxuries, a

YI7YKUUYSEN,

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

and bad furnished, besides

they insisted in depositing their small contains much interesting informationiu
Vorst. the Tailor, haa removed his
business to No. 13 River street, formerly change, so that when she arrived here regard to the inland navigationand comPhnogrspber.
occupiedby Zahn the harness maker. I quite a little sum had accrued, which was merce of Northern France. “A Moosewill make new clothes to order, repair old added to at the station and in tho city. Hunt in the Ottawa Valley” will attract
XTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal- clothes, and renovate and clean clothes,
XX lery opposite this office.
As the train on which she had to continue the attention of sportsmen.“A Day at

m.

G 02 9 35 3 52 ..Hudsonville...10 30 7 40 9 37
20 10 15 4 05 ....Grandville...10 15 7 10 9 20

JOHN PESSINK.

Read the Fact.

Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
ifl office at tiraafrehap Village,Allegan county,
26-ly.
Rapids Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 r.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

0

20-tf

horst; is prepared at all times, day or night, to
attend to “calls.”

:.

•

,..

.

-

*Mf

JOHp PB88INK.

lltf

.

STEGENGA,

•

ZhlaxD| Mick two

facta brought to light

_____

________ ........ ......
r

.....

by

the

................

re-

..

Brown.”— Mr.

....

_____

will be h<
decided by

SOUTH.
. Stone, for

H

•

i

th4 Khedive of E
^nville. Fla, to
for k ship canal

£

‘

local
er for

i

sf"1numbered
tute

half of.

The

ong
enced
Y8 attempted to take
la
on tHewCstern frontiCl
The Mexican" Consul at Tucson,
The rangers stationed there killed one.
from the
wounded three and captured fiva None of Arizona, has receiveda letter
frontier in Sonora, stating that near the
the rangers were wounded.
Robert Williamson, the colored place where Gen. Crook left the hostilesin
the district of Montezuma they attacked a
murderer of Frank Russell, was jKmpd, at Mejf can f settlement, /killing five \MexlMemphis, Tena* The culprit -made 4 short oaria > ' A' detachmentof ,• sixty Mexithe warriois, but
speech, and then bade farewellto each one can infantry pursued tl
present Then he shook the hands of the found them in too strong force, and were
spectators and stepped on the trap. The repulsedwith the loss of seven soldiers
neck was broken at once
.David Timber- killed. The Mexicans, it is said, are very
lake, colored, was hanged at Li xington, bitter toward Gen. Crook; whose campaign
Ky., fora criminal assault on Maggie Law- has, they say, proved a curse to that counson, a 9-year-old colored girl. A large try by his relievingthe savages of the care
crowd, mainly blacks,gathered about the of their women, cnildren and disabled old
scaffold. Timberlake confessed the crime. men, and leaving the warriors to depredate

'

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
Eight

boilers of tho ^tkr^cito fnr-

owded by the Philadelphiaand Reading Company, at Allentown, Pa., exploded.
Although the employes were outside the
building restingin preparation for drawing
off the molten mass, one man was killed,
one fatally wounded, two severely hurt, and
several slightly injured. The furnace was
naCefl

‘

.

completely destroyed.
In the

Hanlan-Kossboat

race at

Og«

.

fifty employes of
Birminghan (Ala) rolling-millsstruck
against a reduction of their wages, and also
the

distance,and defeating Ross by a quarter of
a mile Previous to the race, Courtney ac- induced the irnddlers at the Bnertteld Iron

cused Hanlan of cutting his boat at Works to strike.
Chautauqua some years ago, whereupon the
. POLITICAL.
Canadian retorted by calling Courtney a
Gov. Sherman, Republican candi“liar and a thief. ”... .Ex-Congressman
Archibald McAllisterdropped dead of apoplexy at date for Governorof Iowa, and the Hoa L
G. Kinne, Democratic candidate,have
Altoona, Pa
Flames broke out on a wharf arranged for a series of joint debates, to
take place during August and September.
in Brooklyn, and * soon communicated The first meeting will be held at Independto three sailing vessels. The barks CoL ence, Aug.
Adams and Perseverancewere cut adrift,
The Republican State Central Comtheir crews jumping overboard and swimmittee
of Virginiaadopted resolutionsconming ashore Twelve firemen were
badly injured
the falling of demning the course of the national adminthe framework of the pier. The istration in the politicsof that State, and
ship Lawrence Delap, loaded with jute and declaring James G. Blaine the choice of the
saltpeter, was burned to the water s edge Republicansof Virginia for President....
The barks Adams and Perseverancewere The Chairman of the Republican State Comdestroyed at the end of the pier. The East mittee of Iowa, in answering the request of
river bridge was crowded with spectators.
Gen. Weaver for a triangular debate in the
The loss by the disaster is estimated at coming campaign, says he sees no reason
#500,000. ... .Jo& Btaegamer,a Philadelphia for permitting the Greenback chieftan to
saloon-keeper,shot his wile dead and then take part in the debates.
killed himself. A
The reports of the Tewksbury InFlames nearly extinguishedthe town
vestigatingCommittee were presented to the
of Ephatah, Pa. The loss is estimated at
MassachusettsLegislature last week. All
about #300,000

by

Several

the Republicans signed the majority report
and all the Democrats the minorityreport
The former denies the charges against the
almshouse, and denouncesGov. Butler.

cases of Texas fever are re-

ported to have developedat Boston among
cattle brought from Worcester,and the

Gen. Brady, in a published

Btate Board of Cattle Commissionerswill
forbid the bringing in of any more stock
from the Lone Star State. . .Gunn, Curtis A
Co., mercantile and label printers and stationers, Boston, have suspended. The
liabilities are said to be some #1110,000,
of which #7.1,000 is secured by the
indorsement
Curtis' father....
E. W. HolbrookA Ca, cotton goods, of New
York, have failed for #750,000. The collapse created a sensation in dry-goods
circles.... An assignment has been filed by
the Manchester Iron and Steel Company, of
Pittsburgh, whose capitalstock is #500, OOU

inter-

view, unites with Dorsey in an attack upon

.

tloiydnospltalalnidprgaplze anttnbulance

mijyo^have

orpa The K^plve^d
inhabitantsof Bulak are

in

t Popular

tents, surrounded

with the People.

9
glish Governmentnaa dispi
twelve pnysicians,who are experts in cholera, to Egypt A serious outbreak of cholera
is reported at Bombay, In India Several
caw of- the:diiease are reported by correspondents of New York papers to have
occurred in London, and the presenceof
the pestilenceis being suppressedby the
British authorlttea

The New York Tima publishes a very comprehensive forecast of the Presidential
campaign, it covexp seven and a half
pages of that paper, and presents all enades
of opinion. Early In Jane the Timet sent
letters to over 400 points in thq thirty-eight

States, asking answers

to the

following

.

Four hundred and

densburgh, N. Y., the former won with ease,
making the best time on record for the same

weeps the

e:

of
been the
e shipping, leepidc io col
the harbor long tne
:

HOLLAND CiTY. MfcH#AN.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

ikee, the time to be
sties....The deaths

Jt

the late President

Garfield, .charging him
with perfidy in permitting the prosecution
of the allegedstar-routefrauda

WASHINGTON.

questions;

Misfortunesare showering upon

L Who is most frequently spoken of by
now reported that leprosy
Republicans in your vicinity as their first
has appeareda few miles to the southward choice for Presidentialoandiaate in 1884?
of Damietta, and is spreading rapidly. Rin2. What other names are mentioned?
on Sonora.
derpest has also appeared among the cattle
& Who is most frequently mentioned by
The business failures throughout the herds, and is playing havoc among the bo- Democrats in yonr neighborhoodas their
first choice for Presidential candidate in
United States and Canada for the seven vlnea
1884?
Cardinal
McCabe,
on
receiving
a
days ending July 21. as repotted by R G.
4. What other names are mentioned,in
Dunn A Ca’s'Mercantile Agency, numbered delegationof the clergy, condemned as about what order as indicating their popu1(58, as compared with 159 the preceding
false teachers those who asserted that the larity?
week, distributedos follows:New England
The Timet says that answers have been
States 15, Middle States 23, Southern 17, Pope, in issuing his late circular was ex- received from 344 of these points, the numWestern 50, Pacific States and Territories ceeding his legitimatesphere of authority or ber varying from forty-fourin New York to
26, Canada and the Provinces 2S, and New had been influenced by secular motives. one in Nevada, or an average of nine from
Those disobeyingthe circular, he said. InYork city 1ft
curred the guilt of heresv.
.Mr. Gladstone each State. Tne attempt has been made to
A vessel from Vera Cruz having ap- announced in the British 'House of Commons obtain Urn preferences of the people— tho
voters— rather .than the choice of the workpeared off Appalachicola, the Collectorof that he would not press considerationof the
ers of poUtioal machinery. The informaCustoms was instructedto send her to Ship agreement for a second Suez canal, and that tion has been gathered by trustworthy men
England would not use her temporary adisland. The Surgeon General has infonnavantages in Egypt to Invade the rights of of both parties, whose interests oblige them
tion that yellow fever exists at Cienfuegos,
to keep thoroughly informed on political
others.
Cuba, arid that cholera has appeared in
matters, and their reports show that they
Champeachy and Oaxoco, Mexico....
By the lease of the western portion have made personal canvasses in order to
Quarantine has been established in Canada of their reservation the Arapahoes and present the drift of opinion. That thev have
on all vessels from Mediterraneanporta
given as they found it is proved by the fact
There were thirty-ninedeaths from yellow Cheyennes will receive #63,000 per annum in that in many instancesthe showing was not
money
and
cattle.
Beside
this
they
have
fever at Havana last week.
in accord with their own personal preferembarkqdln stock-raising for thera’selves, ences. The result as given may be trustod,
FOREIGN.
having 800 head to start with. Secretary
as accurately outlining the presThree iron steamships are being Teller will recommend an appropriation ol therefore,
ent desires of the members of the two great
built at Glasgow for the Canada Pacific at least #50,000 to buy more cattle for the parties.
The attentionof the Republican party la
Railway Company. They will be tempo- red men ____ The AmalgamatedAssociation
of Iron and Steel Workers intetid erecting a
now directed toward the following Presirarily cut in two in transportation to the
co-operative mill at Hubbard, Ohio, with an dentialcandidates,forty-one in number:
Upper Lakes, and will ply between Algo- initialcapital of $100,000.
Adams, Charles Fran- Hawley, Connecticut
Mills and Port " Arthur, the
cl8,Jr.,Ma88achusettaHoyt,
Pennsylvania.
Hon. Ginery Twichell, well known
route being
water-link beAllison,
Kasson, Iowa.
tween Montreal
Winnipeg....
throughout the Union as a railway Presi- Arthur, New York. Lincoln, Illinois.
Miss Anita H. Murphy, of Ran Francisco, dent and Congressman,died at Brookline, Blaine,
Logan, Illinois.
was married in Kensington, England, to Sir
Conger,Michigan. Low, Stth, New York.
Mass....
Eight
men
entered
a
furnace
al
Conklins,New York. MacVeagh, Wayne. Pa.
Charles Michael Wolsly, Baronet Cardinal
Manning, officiated. .Four men have been Geddes, N. Y., to construct a new lining, Crook, (Jen. Geo., Ohlo.Mlller, Samuel F., Iowa.
Cullom, Illinois. Oglesby, Illinois.
and
were
crushed
to
death
by
th<
arrested at Newry, Ireland,for fatally beatfall of 100 tons of brick and mortar.... Davis, David, Illinois. Phelps, Wm. Walter,N.J.
ing a man who took a farm from which the
Porter, Indiana.
Vermont.
former tenant had been evi4ted....The A young Philadelphian was exiled to Chin* Edmunds,
Potts, A., New Jersey.
Evarts, New York.
European press regards the appointmentof fifteen years ago by his parents, to cure hire Fairchild, Wisconsin. Raum, Illinois.
of
a
passion
for
a
danseuse
named
Maggie
M. Waddington as French Embassador to
Seward, Clarence, N. Y.
Foraker, Ohie.
Summerfield. He returned lost week wit! Foster, Ohio.
England as ^pacific act
Sheridan,P. H., Ohio.
poor

Egypt

It is

.

man

.

the
and
.

Iowa.

Maine.

.

a stake of $100,000,
his first choice.

and

married the girl ol

Sherman, John, Ohio.
Shenuan,Gen.W.T.,Ohio
Teller,Colorade.
President has appointedHenry C. Stafford for Rexford,Ireland, took place July 17.
circular has been isWashbnrne, Illinois.
The
O’Connor
Don
(Liberal
candidate)
was
Collectorof Customs at Erie, Pa , vice MatWilson, James F., Iowa,
sued by Commissioner McFarland, of the Halsey, New Jersey.
Windom, Minnesota.
thew K. Barr, resigned; E P. Freeman, to hooted as he passed through the streets, General Land Office, to Registersand Harrison,Indiana.
Of these eighteen are mentioned in varibe Registerof the Land Office at Red Wood and, despite effortsto maintain order, the
Receivers of United States Laud Of ous sectionsof the thirty-eightStates as
Falls, Mina, vice William E. Dunning- windows of his committee-rooms were
smashed. The electionrAolted in a victory fices and special agents calling their at the first choice of the Republicans.Mr.
toa
suspended;
Charles
F.
Gardner,
Eight more suite for damages for
tention to the unlawful inclosnre of public Blaine,however,is ahead and shoulders in
Receiver of Public Moneys at Sacramento, for Redmond, Parnellitecandidate, receivjuries in the accidenton Decoration Day
ing
307 votes against 120 for the O’Connor lands, and directing them to prompth front of the others, being named as the
Cal.; Currie G. Bell, Receiver of Public
report the number and extent of all suet preference at 101 or nearly one-third of the
have been begtm in New York city against Monevs at Bayfield, Wia; Benjamin W. Den.
cases with necessary corroborative number of points where a choice is ex^
the Trustees of the Brooklyn bridge. The Thompson (W. Va.), Agent of the Indians,
A sensational tragedy occurred dur- evidence that they may be transmitted pressed. Apart from his own State he finds
.total claims amount to #500, OOU
Shseton Agency, Dakota; Matthew W. Barr,
the Department
Justice ____ most favor in the Middle and Western
ing the progress of a game of lawn tennis in
Inspector, vice Chapman, resigned;
Monroe “Seaside Library Indian
The Secretaryof the Treasury received
Isham Young, of Knoxville, Tenn., Revenue Redfori England. An army ofticer named #4,400 conscience money from an “unknown States, nearly all the great Republican
States, and his strength is probably greater
building,New York, was almost totally de- Agent, vice C.
Horton, of Boston, re- De Yere, without warning, drew a revolver
debtor.” ____ W. N. Jeffers, a Commodore in than is thus indicated,as in many instances
ftroyed by fira The loss is estimated at moved.
and shot dead Miss McKay, a handsome the navy, died last week in Washington.
a pren
preference is expressed for others in the
#300.000. Several firemen narrowly escaped
The Third Assistant Postmaster Gen- young lady of 20 years, and then blew out
belief that he will hot enter the race.
The
16-year-old
son
of
John
Morris,
his
own
brains.
Jealousy
is
believed
to
death, having been isolated by the flames on
President Arthns is next in strength, and
eral has Issued a circular to Postmasters have been the motive for the crime ____ Senthe roof and eighth floor of tne building ....
of Park county, Ark., was bitten by a rabid his friends are pretty evenly distributed
nig,
the
German-Americam
student
who
throughout
the
United
States,
in
which
he
A considerable sum of money was subcur. and ten days afterward died of hydrothroughout the country, and the favorable
scribed in New York at a meeting of Cubans says that the reduction of postage to 2 cents killed a'fellow-studentin a duel near Wurzphobia His sufferings are described as feeling toward him is almost everywhere
held to aid their brethren now in arms. Gen. on first-classdomestic mail matter will go burg, has been arrested in Switzerland.
reported as increasing constantly. In the
frightful, and in his delirium he irothed at
Bonache offeredto go to the island and di- into effect on Oct L * He instructs
General satisfaction has followed the mouth, harked like a dog. and snapped Bouth the office-holdersore noted os of
rect military operations.
Postmasters
limit their requi- the appointmentof Waddington as French at those wno administeredto his w'ants ____ course in his interest It is clearly shown
sitions of 3-cent stamps and stamped
THE WEST.
John W. Shipp, of Nashville, on being as- in the letters from the South that a large
envelopes to the actual needs of their Minister at London It is felt that the Tam- signed to a room in a hotel at St Augustine, part of, or indeed, the entire vote of that
A second trial of the suit of Stude- offices,so as not to have a stock of unused
ative ‘affair is in the hands of a man who
Fla, gave the bedding an examination. part of the country will be cast in the
baker A Co. against the United States Ex- stamps on hand. He calls attention to the
can eat a good dinner and give Lord Gran- Under a pillow he found a pocket-book National Convention for Chester A. Arthur.
fact
that
the
head
of
Washington
has
been
press Company ended in a verdictof #5,475
ville just the right impression of the people containing # •1.000, which proved to be the There is no reasonable doul>t to be enterfor plaintiffsMessrs Studebakertrans- adopted for the new 2-cent stamp and the across the channel from Dover. At tne property of W. J. Green, a banker from tained at preseht that the 360 votes of thQ
bean of Jackson,similar to that on the same time there is no doubt that the task of
old slave-holdingStates will be given to the
mitted by express a package of #5,000 from
Utica, N. Y.
present incumbentof the Presidentialchain
unskilled
Cincinnati, Ohio, to Bluffton,Ind. The packIt is becoming clear, by the investi- Mr. Blaine and every other candidate must
badly...,
age on arriving at Blnffton contained only
the 2-cent and 4-cent stamped envelopes The Burmese Embassy at Venice is unaert gation of astronomers, that the cyclone epi- face this solid fact
etrips of paper without value
will remain the same as on the existr- going quarantine.The France asserts that
Third in the contest is Mr. Edmunds, and
A very severe hailstorm passed over Ing schedule for like sizes and they will make a formal appeal for a French demic is caused by storms in the sun. The not much behind Mr. Arthur. His strength
relation of sun storms and earth storms also is very evenly distributedin the differqualltiea
He
directs
attention
to
the
Clay county, D. T., destroying all the crops
protectorate ovtr Burmah ____ Orders have
has been watched closelyfor the last three
in its path. The damage is estimat- tact that no arrangements have been been received at Aldershot,England, to pre- years, and it is now* determined that they ent States, and the expression in his favo*
perhaps more than in any other case appears
ed at #200,l'0U. In Champaign county, III,
are coincident.For the past three months
to be spontaneous and due entirely to his
in the
the sun,
sun, and
hailstones fell measuring twelve inches in of Postmasters or private parties. The old
Th« Fnrnnptn nnwprs nre incrensimr »torms have been raging in
_
merits. He is stronger,indeed, as a second
circumference The damage was quite ex- 2 and 3 cent stamps and stamped envelopes
choice than as first, ana leads the other cantensive, the roofs of many houses being will be valid after Oct 1, and must be acdidates when that question is considered.
sons were killed by a powder-mill explosion
smashed In, and one-third of the corn crop cepted In payment of postage The new 2These three gentlemen received the voice
I clones io continue... Brevet Mai. -Gen.
destroyed. There was frost In the region cent stamps will be issued on Sept 15, and at bt Petersburg
of
places which express a
of Davenport,Iowa, July 18. . .On his way stamped envelopes on the 1st of September,
Cholera claimed
victims at Edward Otho Cresap Ord. of the United preference— Blaine 103, Arthur 64, Edmunds
to Yellowstone Park with Gen. Sherman, but tney are not to be sold before Oct 1. Cairo, Egypt, on the 20th of July, and the States army, retired, a hero of the late
57»<.
Chief JuEtice Waite was thrown from his There are no other changes in the rates of
war, died of yellow fever, at Havana, Cuba.
Robert T. Lincoln stands pre-eminently
death roll was growing day by day. There
horse in Montana and received painful, but postage
Congressman Washburn, of Minne- among the new candidates,only three, Gen.
were tweuty-nipedeaths from the disease
not alarming, injuries
Grant, John Sherman and Gere Logan comThe disbursingofficers of the nationeota, says that Minnesota will present the
N. W. Wilkinson, a wealthy farmer al hanks and sub-treasuries have been in- at Mansurah. twenty-fourat Samanoud,
ing between him and the leaders. He is
twenty-eight atGhizeh, forty-fourat Chiyr- name of William Windom again at thefiext everywherekindly spoken of, and his abiliof Lincoln county, Mo. , was murdered while
structed to refuse payment on any check bin, and three at Damietta. Cairo dis- Presidentialconventioa
ty and honored name make him regarded
asleep bv some unknown person. A reward
as a good man for the office. The possibilidrawn by a Paymaster of the United States patches give an alarming picture of Egypof #1,00()has been offered fox the arrest of army in payment for services to the officer tian customs: The clothinig of persons dyty of his se ection is rarely left out of the
the assassin.’
or enlisted man, unless the period covered ing in the hospitals from cholera is often
discussions.
THE MARKET.
taken
for
use
by
relatives,
and
corpses
in
The following of all the gentlemen after
bv the payment is stated in such check,
• A. D. Bullock & Go’s, curled hair
their coffins are borne on men’s shoulders
NEW YORK
the three leaders is small, and in some cases
and bristle factory,In Cincinnati, was en- fnis action is taken in compliancewith the through the streets. A driver conveying a Beeves ...........................
$ 4.80 (3 6.00
merely the expressions of complimentary
request of the Secretary of War.
tirely destroyed by fire. The establishment
patient to the hospital gave him a drink Hogs .............................6.80 <" IVi'l
wishes for the aspirants.
GENERAL.
from a water-bottle used by customers Flouh— Superfine ................ 3.00 at, a.w
The number of aspirants for the Democovered five acres of ground with
The members of the Brotherhood of
cafe. English correspondents Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 1.13 a> i.u
numerous buildings, and gave employcratic nomination is forty, and their names
2 Red ............... 1.1C!4<^1.16ft
ment to 150 men. Loss, $150,0(0.... Telegraphers employed by the various lines urge their Government to take con- Cons— No.No.2 .......................
5H © .SSjj are as follows:
Charles Fisherman, a patient in the Insane struck with remarkableunanimity shortly trol of sanitray measures at once. A Oats- No. 2 ....................... 40*4© .41
BaYard, Delaware. Kelly, New York.
London
cablegram
says
the
European
powAsylum at Rochester, Minn., ended his life
PoitK— Mess .....................15.75 ©16.25
Black, Pennsylvania.McClellan,New Jersey.
9ii
by leaping into a furnace in the boiler-room. before noon of Thursday, July 19. The ers are increasing their quarantineregula- Lard .............................. 9
Brown, Georgia. McDonald, Indiana.
cause of the strike was a refusalof the tions against persons, goods and vessels
CHICAGO.
Butler, Massachusetts.Morrison.Illinois.
. .George McMillan a wife murderer, was
6.10
Carlisle,Kentucky. ‘ Niblack, Indiana.
hanged at Canton, Ohio. He died protest- Western Union and other companiesto ac- from Egypt, owing to the prevalence of Beeves— Good to Fancy Steers. . 6.00 &
Cows and Heifers ...... ‘ 4.50 @ B.'Jfi
Cleveland, New York. Palmer,Illinois.
cede to the demai'd of the operators for an cholera there
ing his innocence.
Medium to Fair ...... /. 5.20 Hi, 5..V»
Parker. New Jersey.
Cox, New York.
The
ravages
of
the
eholera
in
Egypt
(«)
6.2.5
Hoes
............................
5.io
Pattlson, Pennsylvania
The Rev. H. O. Hoffman, editor
Dana, New York.
5.75
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. 5.50
Davis David, Illinois. Payne, Ohio.
a paper at Bloomington,III, was cowhided to ( alirornia were abanuonea promptly at are spreading to an alarming degree At
Good to Choice Spr’a Ex. 5.25 (rt)5.50
Eaton, Connecticut. Pendleton, Oh?;.
1.02
1.02ft
by a woman of some notoriety named Mrs. the word from the Executive Committee of Cairo, between the hours of 8 a m. and 6 Wheat— No. 2 Spring .......
Randall, Pennsylvania
English, Indiana.
the Brotherhood, the men walking away in p. m. of July 22. there were 481 deaths from
1.05 V. 1.00
No. 2 Red Winter ......
Randolph, New Jersey.
Field, California.
Pritchard, whom he had characterizedas a
a quiet and orderly manner. In large the disease.'There were iu the same period Corn— No. 2 ...................... .51
-51ft
Thurman, Ohio.
Flower,New York.
“dudess" in his paper... Chief Justice measure the places of the regular operators
.;u
Tilden, New York.
Hancock, New York.
thirtv-three at Mansourah,ninety-three at Oats— No. 2 ....................... 33ft©
Waite has arrivedin Toledo, Ohio. He is suf.66)6 Harrison, Illinois.
Trumbull, Illinois.
were at once filled,either by persons in the Shirbin, #rd over 150 deaths in other Egyp- Rye— No. 2 ........................ 56
fering somewhat from the result of his reHendricks,Indiana. Trunkey, Pennsylvania
employ of the company
had tian towns. All efforts to confine the plague Barley— No. 2 .................... 63 © .05
Butter— Choice Creamery........ 19 © .20
cent accident. The hurt was not verv seVilas, Wisconsin.
Hewitt, New York.
risen ‘ from the operators’ ranks to have so far proved unavailing. All busiKoos— Fresh ...................... 15 © .Will Hoadley,Ohio.
rious, and it has not yet been decided
Voorhees,Indiana.
positions of greater responsibility,or ness and agriculture are suspended. The Pork— Mess ......................
©14.50
14.40
Wallace, Pennsylvania
whether his rib
fractuied
by men who had been secured in an- Sanitary Commission has decided that all Lard .............................. 9 & . 9)6 Holman, Indiana.
Whitbeck, Wm. F., HL
Jewett. New York.
A tornado, having its origin some- ticipationof the strike The Boston offied passengers must undergo a medical examMILWAUKEE.
Eighteen of these stand forth as claim ante
Wheat—
No.
2 ....................1.02)4©)1.02)5
was
the
most
badly
crippled
on
the
ination before leaving. Egypt The disease
where in the region of Huron, Dakota)
Corn— No. 2. ..................... .52 © .62)4 of first choice. Samuel J. Tilden leads hia
line of the Western Union Company, being
swept across a large tract of country in- entirely cut off from communication Is verv sudden in its effects. People fre- Oats — No. 2 ....................... 33%© .34
party even more markedlythan Blainejleada
quently fall dead in the streeta The epidemic Rye-No. 2 ........................ 54' ,© .54'*
in the Republican feeling.Two-fifths of the
tervening between that point and the Mis- with New York. The press was fur- is spreading northward as well as southward.
Barley— No. 2 .................... 52 © .53
points reporting award him first choice.
sissippi river, killing several people and nished with its usual quantity of news, Europeans at Alexandria have made the unPork— Mess ......................
14.30 ©14.35
McDonald comes next to Tilden, 72}£a
destroying a vast amount of farm property. though the commercial world suffered pleasant discovery that the drinking-water Lard .............................. 8ft© .9
points to the latter’s 129. Geographically
Its track was from one to two miles wide. In much on account of the Inabilityto secure canal connects in the cemetery with the
ST. LOUIS.
the vicinity of Huron nine persons are re- telegraphicservicewith the leading finan- place where corpses are washed.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... l.06J4@ 1.0654 the Eastern, Middle and extreme western
ported killed and a great many wounded.
wound*
Corn— Mixed ...................... 46 © .46)6 States alone dWfavor him, and in these he is
cial ana commercialcenters. In New York
Iwakura, a statesman as celebrated Oath— No. 2 ...................... 37 © .37 In displaced mainly by Butler, Bayard anff
Leaving Dakota, the cyclone entered
pt"Mini
me- 800 operators went on the strike, in Chicago
<614© .47
Thurman. He makes a very strong showing
sota, and crossed Blue Earth, Waseca,
Wase
760, and in other cities the number was pro- in Japan as la Castelar in Spain, and nearly Rye ...................
14.60 ©14.75
as second cholca Apparently he Is lookea
Steele, Dodge, Olmstoad and Wa- portionatelyas large. There was no vio- as well known by reputation to American Pork— Mess .......................
Lard ..........
9)4$ . 9)4 upon
noon as the next best man to Tilden.
basha counties.The most serious dam- lence or disorder of any sort upon the part
CINCINNATI.
newspaper-readers, died recently at Kioto,
Bayard has a meagre following,31^
age reported is at .Kasota, Blue Earth of the strikers
Japan. He was sent by the Mikado in 1872 to Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.07 ©1.07)4 points,and apparently a hopeless one, judg.
Japan
county, near Owatonna, Steele county, near
...............................
siftc? .61)3 tag from the talk of his admirers. With
The statistics of immigration for visit the Western powers of the earth, and
Manterville,Dodge county, and at Elgin,
most of them bis candidacy has become a
Wabasha county. At Elgin one woman was June and the half-year ended with June headed a distinguished delegation of his Rye ................................5534© .sc
fatally arfe a man and woman se- show that the arrivalsfor the six months countrymen. It was through the natural at- Pork— Mess ......................15.90 ©10.00 treasured sentiment, a quadrennial sacrifice
verely injured. Near Mantorvilletwo per- wore 770 422 in 1882 and only 593.324 in 1883. tractiveness of so learned, patriotic, and Lard .............................. 8)4© .8)6 at the altar of friendship
polished a gentleman as Iwakura that the
TOLEDO.
The aggressive Butler comes next MassBons were dangerouslyand seven seriously
The immigrant arrivalsfrom all countries people of this country first came to regard Wheat-No. 2 Red ................\.Yl\& U2ft achusetts sustainshim, and that is about all
hurt; a number of houses and barns were defor June this year numliered 75,034, against the Japanese as a nation worthy of Corn.. .............................52)4© .62?4
there Is of him.
molished. Near Hitchcock, a man and his
84,786 in 1882. But the arrivals from EnWorld.... Oats— No. 2 ....................... 34)4© .34ft
Thurman has a very modest support, and
mother were killed by the falling timbers of gland Increased by 1,752, from Ireland by the friendship of the
DETROIT.
the field follows.
the.r house . Neart Redtielo,Dakota, 1,575,and from Scotland by •2,(09.Italy fa The American rifle team were beaten by Flour ............................4.25 © 4,50
tire British team in the great international Wheat- <o. l White ............ i.ra © lit
killed.
the
only other country showing an increase long range shooting match at Wimbledon. Corn -No. 2 ..................... '.v .55
.so
vicinity
Kasota
Owa- the
The greatest decreme Is from Sweden— The aggregate score of all the ranges at the j _Oath— Mixed .............
Ex-SenatorSoidN Cameron takes great In*
........... ....... ;'-,48
.. _ .40
tonna. Mlnn., numbers of houses where
4,H48. ; .Rev. Mr. Shaw, acting Consul of the
close stood: British, 1,951 points;Amerfr | PUkA^^JfeM. ’.rr:7;T. rr.TTt.'..'TTr.-'Wtlir I81CTW
terest ta fish culture. He has a. trout
mollshed an..
id several people injured,
.........
somi
.....
United States at Monterey, was mobbed by cans, 1,906, the British team being 45 points
... . INDIAN APOLI8,,v -ii. !
stream, whose mottled denizens leap out of
probably fatally. A drug-store,hotel, barn,
Mexicans and terribly beaten. The boo#B Ahead
. .'i’he Irish riflemen won
thefecho Wmutj’-Na 2 Ren ...............
LOTH the water to catch bite of Dread whitM ha
Btore-building' and postoffice building in
and fuFUlture of the Consulatewere des- shield, making 1,600, against 1,589 by the
.....
*33
Wasioja were blown down. ’ Near UwaScototi team audlifiMBY the Englishmen.
.
a *a
tonnaa Nortewestorn train wa* caught up
by the blast amL hurled from the track and
tw^nty-tl^t}- appeal festival of 'T^Stpte Department^at Washington has Cattle— Best ....................6.65
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field 100 acres of timothy,from which ha
expects to out nearly 800 tons of hay.
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at last accounts,his "neck
in a disconsolatemahner.
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MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

CURRENT AFFAIRS.
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was hanging Interview with Wfcarton Barker, Gossip
the Man \tyho Suggested It.
,

in

A Pol* named Semfloff recently

a deathbed confession at Reed
There were 539 deaths, 569

births,

247 marriages and 1,412 arrests in

York

THE GARFIELD NOMINATION.

only one small opening, out of which,

Pa. When a boy

made

father

The

Barker.

City,

A correspondent in the New York
(the Baptist organ) says:
“More pastors are wanted in Missouri.
Some one said recently that Missouri
could furnish work for 1,000 commonsense ministers. Salaries range from
$600 to $1,000 for men who can preach
and work among the people. Kid-

Examiner

fiimt Mr. Wharton Barker, of

ham-

of Hudson, was arrested

charged with decoying small girls into his
drug store and taking improper liberties

j

«...

O. Steadman, of Plttsford, a little
six miles west

^th them

!

Twelve-Year Cholera Periods.
That most dreadful of human
Cubteniuh,an old citizen of
Asiaticcholera, is surely making its way , Kalamazoo, is dead. He served in the Mexiwestward, and it will in all probabUity cnJ war, was Adjutant General of Michigan
reach our shores by the summer of 188i, if ^ore the rebellion, and commanded the
not sooner. Some interestingfacts regard- Sixth Michiganinfantry in the late struggle,
|

scourges

^

Phila-

L

whose members delphia During a brief interview,Mr. Barker admitted that the management of the
had eloped with young Semiloff’s mothGortield campaign at Chicago, before and
er. His father began his instruction by after the convention of June, 1880, was
ing the periodicityof this pestilence have 1 Mb. L Eoleston, proprietor of the Kalakilling a priest of the Romanoff family, wholly in his hands.
reoenUy been published by a writer in
B])rlnirWorkS( and associate of Col
“The oft-repeated ch
leaving the pistol by his side, and the
;
i Stolid*, in the ownershipof the Kola“that the late President
erman II knowtobe
impression that he had committed sui- true to the Hon Johq Sherman
know to be correspondent writes to him, saying: “I no- maroo Driving Park, was seined with partial
tioe that the cholera is now raging in Egypt paralysis, which, during the next morning,
cide. The murder of another of the

of Romanoff, one

of

tT&M

family in Italy in which the son assisted

glove ministersare not wanted.

' L

Cholera, Bradlangh’i Case, Irisli let

[Philadelphia Telegram.]

made him

the extermination of the Russian family

»ere killed by a locomotive

Affairs, the Lotteries, Etc.

The publication of the Dorsoy dlflolocurea
swear that he would join with him in In the New York Sun has brought to the

city last week.

_

America and Europe.

Correspondence Between Garfield and

in Poland on the

New Russian frontier his

AboutPaaslnjEvent.

ar.’Sx.ys.1 ssasras

the

ss**

;

His condition

Is pro-

hv

resulted in the convictionof the father

mHmnrnnrla
memoranda nrpnurpri
prepared by 'me »lcrht.**n
eighteen correspondent Omits, however, ESiS pointed THih H
and the escape of the son to this coun- months ago, but never pubfahed.”
The memoranda referred to comprisea
try. In the Pennsylvania mining regions
batch of correspondence, forming a com- period. It has been proved beyond doubt, ; exploded, killing John McIntosh, the engijanot seventeen years, ^
| neer, injuringseveral others working about
old Sept. 1. He distinctly remembers he encountered one Romanoff who had plete narrative of the events that occurred
prior to June, 1H8CI These indicate almost K^folTowed^^thT*twelve-jearly‘re- the mill The boiler was a new one, and at
the funeral of Washington, witnessing escaped the exile of the family to Si- conclusively that the movement to bring
turn of It in 1768 and 1786-81. It appeared the time of the explosion the foreman says
it, in company with his sister, at the beria. One night two years ago Sem- Gen Gagiieidto the front as the Republican again every twelve years in Asia, uid three contained two gages of water. The damage
candidate for the Presidencyhad its origin
twelve, or thirty-six years afterward,
... ... *7*
comer of Broadway and Yesey streets. iloff killed him. His disappearance in Philadelphia,and was brought about at times
came the terrible Indian epidemic of 1817. | 10 ,uin wU1 reath
the
suggestion
and
through
the
influence
of
The event was forcibly impressed upon caused no inquiry, and was never in- Wharton Barker. The movement first In twice twelve years from 1817 the cholera
broke out again in 184L In 1866, twice
Michigan Crops.
his mind by the fact that when he got vestigated.Semiloff described the spot manifested itself as early as May. twelve years from 1841, the epidemic again
The
Secretary
of State’s report returns
1879, in the editorialcolumns of broke out in Asia and reached America the
home he and his sister were soundly where he had buried the Russian, and
have been received from 995 correspondents,
Penn Monthly^
periodical
representing 748 townships. Six hundred
.the skeleton of. a man with a huge controlled by Barker. It was not un- next year.
spanked by their.mother.
The years here given are those upon and forty font of these returns are from
til Dex 29, 1879, however, that Mr. Barker
knife still sticking in his body waa found
which the plague actually made its appear- 486 townships in the southern four tiers of
directly opened the question of Gen Garance in its native home, not the years upon counties.
Capt. Ericsson, the inventor of the there.
field’spossiblecandidacv. On that date he
which it reached America. Sometimes the
The rainfull during June, as measured at
addressed
a
^letter
to
the
General
himself
screw propeller, the monitor and hosts
plague takes one year, sometimesthree or the oflice of the State Board of Health,
and
after
a
personal
conference
with
him
The semi-annual payment of interest
four,
to
complete
Its
circuit
of
the
globe.
of other contrivances, is now 80 years
amounted toU91 inches, and exceeds the
early in January, 1880 active steps were taken
on registered United States bonds, for ImmediateorganizationUnder date of The question is often asked: “Cannot the average for the five years 1879-1888 by nearold, although he appears only 50. His
which occurs in January and June, is
method of preservinghis health is pefield,statingamong other things:
lege by six Inches. The weather during the
now being made. While it is very dif“The opi>OHition to you here a year or two
British and French Relations.
culiar. Upon rising in the morning he
first eleven days of July has been showery,
ficult to obtain exact information as to since was very great, Under the belief that
The
statement as to' the complications in the rainfallamount.ng to .46 of an Inch.
rubs his skin briskly with dry towels,
you were a free-trader;but your letter to me
the largest receivers of interest from called out by a short article in the /’enn Madagascar made by Mr. Gladstone in the Of course, with such weather,it has been
Then he takes a cold bath, in summer
Monthly, giving reasons why Gen. Grant House of Commons, confirmsthe reports Impossible to cure hay or to properly cultitins class of United States bonds, yet,
using crushed ice. Then come gymwould uot do, and why you \&mld do, has telegraphed some weeks ago, and bears out vate corn and potatoes
The rains have frequently been accomlike almost anything else here, it can be changed the oppositioninto support In a
nastic exercises of a vigorous descrip,
word, that letter of yours, stating how you the opinions then expressed,that England panied by high winds Very' much more of
had if one wants it badly enough. This
became a member of the Cohdeu Club, in would not rest quietlyunder the insult the wheat and gross are lodged than usual,
tion. When his system has recovered
year the largest single bondholderthe my hands, and those of such men as I saw offered by the representativeof France in and complaints of wheat rusting are quite
Madagascar.
its normal temperature, Ericssonbreak-*
general.
fit to place it, has worked tne change.”
treasury department knows is Mr. VanMadagascar, it should be remembered, is
The total number of bushels. of wheat
Mr. Barker, on April 19, addressed a letter
fasts upon eggs, tea and coarse brown
i4Lmuoiiii
the third in size of the large islands of the harvested in 1KK2 woe 8J,4N2,0.'>ttThis is
derbilt, who will receive the interest on to the lute President,in which he said:
792,614 bushels more than estimated by that
bread. Then comes work.
» con -worii «d hfc
$37,000,000. A year ago he had $50,* ference with the Hon. Wayne MacYeagh
department iu October, 1882, and
been the understanding
among__the bushels
less than estimated
Mr. James McManes, which I believe
...... - ...
-—
--- by
^ the depart—
Six years ago the schooner Lla Burd- 000,000, but he has disposedof $13,000,result in a public declarationon the part
" ,wh(ln>ftoninJ)f£era!,®r1, ,
000 for some purpose. The next largsall, commanded by H. C. Brewer, of

Mr. John Leveridoe, the oldest
lawyer in New York, will be 92 years

but

^

t

_

a

the

Ati4i

of
£

will

Point Pleasant,sailed from Philadelphia for a Southern port. She was
never seep or heard from again. Mrs.
Brewer finally married again and is
now living happily in her old home.
Two weeks ago a sealed bottle was
picked up at Ocean Beach, near the
home of the former Widow Brewer.
Containing a hurriedly-writtenmessage
from her husband which had been afloat
in the bottle for six years. He said his
vessel wa* -being swamped in a storm off
Cape Hattfraft, and Tie expected to go
down in a teyr minutes. He urged his
son to be kind ib his mother and care
for her tenderly.The sou and mother
both recognizedthe handwritingat

est owner

is

Mrs. A. T. Stewart, who

_

—

-----

,

«

—

89**1213u

has about $30,000,000. As ' some of sure, will end the Grant movement tne eve
wi[thin the last fow months has entered considerablemore
mote than it otherwisn
otherwise would
hers are coupon bonds, the amount of country over, and so for will be a great upon open hOKtilitiea
hostilities On the 20th of May
May i have measured There Is little doubt that
gain. The move will at first aid Mr. Blaine;
her holding cannot exactly bo told. but I he;ieve I understandhow to move so the French fleet bombarded Majungee,the had the berry been ordinarilydry and tree

largestseaport town on the west coast, and from sprouts the crop of 1882 would have
drove the natives from that side toward the fallen below the estimate made by this decapital On the 15th of June the natives oo- putment last October,
$40,000,000in bonds, the most of them
cupied Tamative, on the east coast,
The probable yield this year, estimated in
being sixes. Mr., Gould has $13,000,principaltrade port of the island, and ad- the manner above stated, is, in the southern
vailced on 'J ananariro, the
four tiers of counties, 20,994,008bushels,
000 in registered bonds, and a large
While these operationswere being pushed and in the northern counties 3, 200,206
candidates are becoming embittered against
number of coupon bonds which he each other, to such an extent that which- in Madagascar the Malagassy Embassadorsbushels;total, 24,194,014 bushels,
were negotiatingwith the Irench author!- Reports have been received of the quantity
keeps to use as collateralsin Wall ever of the three may be nominated there ties at Paris. A\nen the capture of Tama- of wheat marketed by farmers during the
would be much hostility of feeling in the
street when he needs large sums of conduct of the campaign. It will ue most tive was announced negotiationswere brok- month of June at 282 elevatorsand mills,
en off, and England submitted inquiries, ths (,f these 198 are in the southern four tiers of
money. A Californiamillionaire, Mr. unfortunate if we go into the campaign answers to which may precipitate
count
lea which is
counilcs,
is 41 per cent of the whole
handicappedbv the animositiesof the leadnumber
of elevators and mills in these
Flood, is the next largest holder, Ho ing politicians ’’
The Bradlaagh Cbmw
counties. The total number of bushels reOn May 19 Mr. McManes received this note
has $15,000,000. Then there is an esIt is an interesting question to Americans, ported marketedis 558,662, of which 123,075
from Mr. Barker:
and, indeed, to all believersin representa- bushels were marketed in the first or southtate in Boston and three or /our per“I want*to see you before noon, if possible.
You can make a move in Illinoisjinat will tive government,how long an English con- ern tier of counties; 214,608 bushels In the
sons in New York who have each $10,- without doubt destroy Grant’s chances, and
second tier; 98,455 bushels iu the third tier;
stituencywilisubmit peaceably to be disfran- 102,42 i bushels in the fourth tier, and 24,998
make
your
voice
almost
supreme
at
Chicago,
000,000, and a lady in New York— unJune 2. Please let me know when I can see chised unjustly by Parliament That the bushels in the countiesnorth of the southern
married, too— has $8,000,000, and I). O. you. I shall be at my office all
exclusion of Mr. Bradlaughfrom the seat
sea to four tiers. At forty-three elevators and
On July 17. after the Chicago Convention, which he has been repeatedly elected is an mills, or 19 per cent of the whole number
Mills, Whitelaw Reid’s father-in-law,
Gen Garfield wrote as follows to Mr. Barker: unjust and arbritraryabuse qf power by the from which reportshave been received, there
That there are spots in America still
$4,000,000. On the other side of the
“More than a month has now passed since mailorlty in Parliamentwould seem to be was no wheat marketed daring the month.
a long way from the rest of the world
The total number of bushels reported
the
Chicago nominations, and on the whole self- evident His constituency is clearly
water, American securitiesare very L think
things
are looking as well as we can I entitled to representation,
and
they
have
a
marketed
in the eleven months August—
in everything except geographicalposi•
•
•
-------- June is 18.0$, 559
popular, and are preferred to those of
estimates show, for the southern
tion is shown by the fact that the peoother natioi^, because the rate of intiers of counties,8 per cent, and for
ple of Anticosti have just reported their
terest is higher than that paid by any party is settling down to earnest work, with but these necessary conditionshave now all the northern counties 7 per cent— from
experience with Wiggins and his storm
many elements in our favor that have rarely been complied with. Mr. Bradlaugh, stand- 2,000,000 to 2,500,000bushelfc-of the 1883
other great power. The house of the worked in harmony. It will be a close ing prepared to take the customary oath, and wheat crop yet in farmers’ hands.
prophecies.Lying in the wide estuary
The returns give the following percentRothschilds holds nearly one-quarter struggle,and we have a fighting chance to acknowledgingthat it would be binding on
of the St. Lawrence, the inhabitantsof
wia We will need all the wisdom and ef- his conscience,has an absolute legal as well ages for other crops, the comparisons being
of America’s whole bonded debt, as, in- fort of our best men to make it successful” as moral right to a seat in the House. That with 1882: Corn, acres planted 90, condition
this bleak island expected vast trouble
On Oct. l112***^Gen. Garfield wrote again, the House should obstinately and repeatedly ?2; oats, condition 97; barley, condition 94;
cluding all the bankers of that name,
refuse him this right, and thus practically clover, meadows and pastures, condition
saving:
from the big blow of which they had in
they have $400,000,000. Baron Leo‘‘Next to defeat, the most dangerous disfranchise his constituency, simply be- 109; timothy, meadows and pastures/oonsome way bepn warned, and set themcause its members dislike his opinions on re- dition 106; clover sowed this year, condition
pold' and Sir Nathan Meyer de Roths- thing is partial victory. The victory in ligious subjects, is an astonishing fact to 164.’ Wheat has been slightly injured by inOhio
and
Indiana
was
not
partial
in
so
far
as
selves to putting things in readiness.
child each owns $30,000,000, and the those States were concerned, but it can only Americans, and one which throws much sects. Twenty-six per cent of the corn
They even prepared extra shovels for
light on English conservatism and English planted failed to grow.
head of the Vienna house has $25,000,- be utilized by pushing the enemy at every prejudices. In no other free country would
Apples promise, in the southeastern and
contested point Now is the favorable mouse in digging their way out of the snow000 in his own right. Lady Hannah de ment to ask for further exertlion, and I such an abuse of power be now borne pa- southwesternportions of the Htate, 51 per
tiently by the aggrieved parties, or tolerated cent, In the northeastern 69 percent, la
drifts about to bury them. The hardRothschild,who married the Earl of hope you will not relax any of the fine en- by public opinion.
the northwestern75 per cent, and in the
ergy
you
have
displayed
hitherto
until
the
est feature of the case is the fact that
central62 per cent of an average crop. The
Roseberry a year or two ago, brought contest is ended.
The Farnell Party Gaining Ground.
average for the State la 56
. the Anticostians
have been obliged to*
Gem Garfield again wrote to Mr. Barker,
to her ’ feally -impoverished husband on Jaa 4, 188L as follows:
Teaches promise, in the southwestern,
Now that we have a full account of the
wait three months for the sweet satis“Yours of the 1st Inst received I note election in County Monaghan, which re- northeastern and central portions of the
$2b, 000,000 in American four-and-aState 54 per cent , in the southeastern 34 per
faction of telling how they made fools
what you say in reference to the Senatorial
halfs.
Baroness Burdett-Ooutts- conflict now pending in Pennsylvania Any sulted in the return of Mr. Healy to Parlia- cent, and in the northeastern 72 percent
of themselves.
ment, we can estimate the bearing of the of the average crop. The average of the
Bartletthas $20,000,000 of our four- intimation or pretense from any quarter
incident upon the prospects of the Parnell Btate is
that I have token part is .without the least
The safe of the Granite State, which and-a-halfs, the Duke of Sutherland foundation.The very essence of good gov- party in the next House of Commona
Health In BUchlgaa.
ernment requires the free action of the If in a county where according to
was burned in the Connecticut river a* $5,000,000, and Sir Thomas Braaaey people and their representatives in their tradition
precedent the agl*
Reports to the State Board of Health, Lansing,
election of Representatives and Senators. tation against England should have by observers of diseases In the differentparts of
few weeks ago, contained but failed to $5,000,000.
The visit of Senator Cameron here had no met with little encouragement,the Home the State,show the principal'diseaseswhich
preserve $75 iu bank-notes belonging to
reference to that subject. If I am quotqd Rule candidate can obtain a majority of
Theodore Parker and His Pupil*
by any one as having expressed any pur- 'nearly a 100 over the combined vote of his caused most sickness In Michigan, during the
the crew. The charred fragments,to
In the life of Theodore Parker a very pose to interfere,he has done me wrong. Conservative and liberal competitors,noth- weekending July 14, 1883, as follows:
all appearance a hopeless lot of rubbeautiful incident one day occurred. It Please tell me to what you allude when you ing apparently can hinder Mr. Parnell's Number of observers heard from, 6L
say ‘ dangerouspromises have been made friends from controllingabout the threebish, were sent to Washington, where was before
tp fame. Ho
with seeming authorityy’ ”
fourths of the Irish delegationin Parliament
was
only
a
teacher
then,
in
Watertown,
experts with powerful microscopes
Mr. Barker wrote on Jan. 10: “In answer
the next general election. In
have succeeded in identifying a consid- I think. He had among his scholars a to your question,1 have to inform you that_ view, of. such accessionsto . the strength Diseases in Order of Greatest
the advanced Irish party —
Area of Prevalence
little witch of a boy, whom no reproof Senator Cameron, on his return from Menerable part of them. These certified
tor, began taking an active part in the Senaccessionswhich should enable It to extort
and no persuasion could induce to keep atorial campaign. It was then given out
from the imperial Legislature almost anyfragments have all been redeemed by himself in order. One day, after his
that he had been called to Mentor, that it
thing short of complete independence—it is
the banks which issued the notes ex- more than usually troublesome conduct, was a matter of choice for hM whether he unreasonable to say that nothing can be
1 Intermittent fever ........
accepted for himself or one of his friendsa gained for Deland by constitutionalagitacept one, of the denominationof $5. Mr. Parker required the little fellow to seat in your Cabinet: that voters need ex- tion Mr. Healy's election proves that al- 2 Neuralgia .................
3! Rheumatism ..............
stay after school to be whipped. So the
pect nothing from Washington for them- most every reform coveted by Irish paThis, the National Bank of Virginia,
4' Diarrhea ....... ..........
.time had com6* for.this Jast , yesource of selves and toeir friends, fog the old distri- triots may be speedilysecured, provided the
ConHimiptlonof lungs. .
at Richmond, refuses to redeem, ac- the exhauwl patience hfia skill of the bution of pafcnmage"Wart o be retiyi4, un- legitimateendeavors of honoranle men are 66i Bronchitis
................
7:
Remittent
fever ..........
cording to the Hartford Times, for the ’fWfehaF. • AEcorfifiig^ directions, the lees they gave their v<Ae» fdt the Camar6n not thwarted by the advocates of assassina8
Measles...
....... . .......
tion and explorion.
nominee.”^
9 Tons iUtis... ...........
reason that the officers of that insti- little fellow held out his hand for punThe last letter of the batch is from Gen.
i
The Late Tom Thumb.
lo: Cholera morbus ..........
ishment, as he took it, Mr. barker said, Garfield, on Jan. 18. 1881. Ii* this he says:
tution cannot see in it any repetnbjance
11-Influenza.................
The
death
of
Gen.
Tom
Thumb
Is the leas
‘The
report
to
which
yourefer
is
absolutehe looked down into the little face,
12 Dysentery.,
of a notable factor in the world of amuseto a bank note, and are unwilling to
ly
without
foundation
The
gentleman
13 Diphtheria.
and, as the boy looked so much like
ment
He
had
occasioned
a
great
deal
of
accept the decision of the Treasury at his little sister, whose conduct was all named came here of his own accord on busi- happiness, Innocent, if not of the highest U'Cholera infantum.
[Pneumonia
ness not at all connected with either of the
right, and who had" won Mr. Parker’s topics to which the report referred I am order. The mere sight of the little man M Erysipelas
Washington.
I »
was
enough
to
send
a
thrill
of
pleasure
17|lnflammation
of Kidney
jfcT
love-rfcestarted} the rod; and stopped quite confident he could not have author- coursing through the beholder,nnd when U Typho-malarlalfever.
ized
any
such
report
The
cause
of
sound
The sparrow w a saucy adversary, down and kiasttUhe-iunocent.lips that
iOjlnflammatlon
of bowels.
politios everywnere requiresthe utmost he went through hie simple programme SOiScarlet
1 Scarlet fever...
feve!
afraid of nothing and seldom worsted were ready to break forth into crying, freedom of action in regard to the choice of the childlen were delighted.’ It is pleasant 21 Whooping-cough ........
.aad*flht the pu|ul home. Is it proba- persons to hold office,whether to be Sena- to think- that a freak of dwarfishnesscould 12 Typhoid fever (enteric)..
in a fair fight, but of course he has to
be utilized so well for the public, and it is
ble that he was a .worse boy after that? tors or members of the Cabinet”
MMumpe.., ......... . .....
also pleasant to know that the General had 24 ‘Inflammationof brain..
yield to superior numbers. Thn^ not Somebody
____
knows who tM$ boy was;
his share of the benefitsderived from his SSICerebro-snmai memmritls
long ago iirthe Austrian town of King- 7naff,‘;,if !iow." 'T %lsh we jcould
littleness With all his boyishness Tom 26 Membranouscroup.
was"** 'manly man. The death of
learn
from
him
the
effect
upon
his
life
enfurth, a tlyong of persons watched a
For the week ending July 14, 1883, the reports
the
famous dwarf was very sudden
of that kiss of Mr. Parker’s.— SprinyDenver newsboys furnish 200 fish-worms
He had just risen from bed, an^saortly after Indicatethat measlee. Inflammationof bowels,
siege which left a sparrow in a most defor 25 cents.
fitld RipMicapi (){ l
being left alone by his brother-inlaw was cholera morbus, diphtheria,pneumonia and
plorable situation. He had taken pofl
Aras a married life of sixty-seven years. beard to fall Going to his room, he was diarrheaincreased, and that Intermittentfever
decreased in area of prevalence.
Amelia Sanford, of Mllledgevllle,Ga, died
session of the nest of a pair of swallows
A return of the coat of
At the State capital, the prevailing winds, during the week ending July 14, were southwest;
under the balcony roof of a savings- royal yachts shows that the
and, comparedwith the preceding week, the
cost for main tenahee of the yacht Vifr
temperaturewae considerablylower, the absobank, and when they returned refused
lute and relative humidity less, and the day and
toria and Albert during the last teq
night ozone more.
to be ejected, whereupon they flew off
years has been at the rate of $(50,000 *
Including reports by regular observers and by
and presentlyreturned with a score of
others, diphtheria was reportedpresent during
ye*r- _
. -J
week ending July 14, and slnoe, at twentytheir kindred, each bearing a lamp
gj,^ lbgre n, vicinityof Tunbridge, Vt,. • kitten with detfeethat feller had planted In bs garden the
one places, scarlet fever at thirteen places,and
forty toes and four separate ears, and a all that time. He must have been pootf measles at twenty-threeplaces.
Henbi a Baker, Secretary.
efcicken with four perfect
light on the hoe."

sight.

-

Ten

years ago Mr. A. T. Stewart had

as to kill him, and at the Chicago Convention I hone the nomination will go as we
want to have it ”
In reply to this, Gem Garfieldsaid:
“It is becoming every day more apparent
that the friends of the le&aing Presidential

the

capital.

war,

_

day.”
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

of the corporation, has a brood of spring

chickensof which she Is considerablyso-

ROGERS, Editor.

^yrr.T.TAlg H.

mm mmum

Mies. H. Wkstt, Hying in the south part

A LECTURE TO YOUNG
On the Loss of

corns?.

MANHOOD Hardware

CHICAGO LINE.

and a
beard them making a

licitousas regards their wellfare,

Saturday, July 28, 1883.

few days since she

The Elegant

great outcry and proceededto investigate

Capt.

Wkbb,

the celebrited

swimmer, the cause of the commotion. A

garter
has paid the penalty of his foolhardiness snake, fully a foot long, with head up and
by going down in his attempt to swim the mouth
fixed his greedy eyes

open,

whirlpoolin Niagara river.

It is sad that

upon them. Suddenly one of the chick-

and children must

suffer for |o

ens with distended bill

his wife

poor a recompense,but

made a rush

is rather a relief

his snakeship, and succeeded not only in
foolishly tempt getting the snake’s head into its mouth
death by dangerous feats to win a little but swallowing it entire. This was the
it

men who

to be rid of

fame and, maybe, a few dollars.A

who
to

has no other or higher use to

devote his

life

and powers

benefitto himself or his race.

is

man

and watched

expected the chicken to die

of little

accountsit

for several days, but at last

it

Who was was

as well as ever

Webb’s swim from Dover to path for more
Calais! or what would it have profited
Newi.
the world had he survived the seething
benefited by

on

and was

mmm

er never fails in'restoringgray hair to its
Ait eastern paper a week or two ago pub- youthful color, lustre, and vitality. Dr.
lished a review of the calamities of the first A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusix

months

of the year, and

showed

that in.

setts, endorses it, and all

the floods, cyclones, panics, and the like

fair trial unite in grateful

ovef three thousand persons lost their lives
In the first half of

many

who

give

it

testimonyto

TtOTJND

co:,

At the

together with all household articles it contains, will be sold at public auction on Saturday, August 25, 1883. I also have a
pony phaeton carriage,to sen at the samF

•

midsummer holiday time.
GEO. METZ, SR.
character, the August Century contains
Holland, July 28,
25-4w.
an unusual number of short stories and
striking illustrations,as well as poems
For Sale.
and articles adapted to summer reading.
A small, good house and two lots all loThe number offers, In addition to the cated on Twelth Street will be sold cheap
most .entertaining part yet given of Mr. and on very easy terms. Splendid locaHowell’s “A Woman’s Reason.” the first tion for a residence. Inquire at this
IN keeping with its

of all colors. This paintMe warranted to the

FINE

warranty we endorse In every particular, where
used according to directions.

1883.

Call!
A

^

County of

Paint Brushes,

my

Don’t fail to drop into

White Wash Brushes,
place of bust

‘

Ottawa.

ETC., ETC., ETC.

ness, one door east of the City Bakery,

\

In the matter of the Estate of Jan Kerkhof, deceased.

ON E OHTH STREET.

NOTICE is hereby

given that In pursuance of
an order granted to the undersigned, administrator Je bonis non, with the will annexed, of the
Estate of said John Kerkhof, by the Hon. Judge
of Probate for the County of Ottawa, on the sev-

enth day of June. A. D. ISSS, there will be sold at
public vendnei to the highest bidder, at the premises, last described in this Notice, on the fourteenthdau of August. A. D. iflftl, at 2 o'clock In the
afternoon of that day. subject to the right of dower, and the homesteadrights,of the widow of said
deceased therein, the following described real
25-tf
Estate, all situate, and beihg In the Township of
part of a stirring romance called “The
Holland, County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
Bread Winners,” which will run through
tawlt: the North East quarter of the North Ehst
quarter of Section numbered One (11 In Township
six numbers of the magazine. The fronlttve (5) North of Kange Sixteen (16) West, containis not closing out, but having sold nearly
Ingrorty (40) acres, more or less.
ispiece,and an admirableessay by Henry
all his stock of clothing, has enlarged his
Also all the right,title, and Interest of said
James, have to
with the leading store and filled it with a large assortment Estate. In and to the South East quarter of the
North East quarter,of Section numbered One(l)
French novelist of the day,— Alphonse of gopd goods. I am now prepared to fit in
Townshipfive (5) North of Range, Sixteen (16)
almost everyone from the portly alderman West, containing forty (40) acre, more or less.
Daudet,
Mr. James places at the
to the long and slim. Come and see
Also the East quarter of the North West quarter
head of living writers of fiction. G.
styles, from a fashionable Prince Albert of the North East quarter ot Section numbered
thirty-twoi32) In Township flye (5) North of Range
Protherocontributes an art essay, richly cut to o jean pants. 1 huve suits for men, fifteen (15) West, containingten (10) acres be the
same more or less.
illustrated by engravings of ideal pictures boys and children.
Terms will be made known at the tine and place
John A. Roost.

Garden Tools,

TEN HAGEN.

Wm.
Holland, Mich., May

10,

1888. 14-ty

Oil &

NARROW ESCAPE

office.
JOHN

A.

ROOST

my

W.

23-4w

and portraits, upon the works of “Mr.
Wattaatthe Grosvenor Gallery.” “Bob
White, the Game Bird of America,” is the

'

Dated at the Township of Holland this 29th day
of June. A. D. 1883.

Land For Sale.

JOHN KERKHOF,

Forty acres of land lying eight miles
Administratord< bonis non with the Will annorth of this city and three miles south- nexed, of said Estate.
is by Prof Alfred M. Mayer, of the Stev- west of West Olive, in School Dial. No.
ens Instituteof Technology, #ho is also a 11. One-half of the land is timbered the
••scientific”sportsman, and who gives other half being mostly improved. Comfortable house and a good barn are on the
practicalsuggestions for shooting “quail”
subject of the first illustratedarticle. It

FIRST

tlge

premises. Between two and three hundred fruit trees are on the land. Excel-

bird which has acquired the popular and

lent facilities for cranberry culture are af-

—a misnomer, as

the writer shows, for

forded on this place. Inquire of John
fitting name pf Bob White. “Topics of
Kruisenga, Holland, or J. C. Robart living
the Time” discusses“Caucus Reform,”

WARD

m

store:

near the place.

JAMES

“Vicarious Benevolence,”and* “Vagrant
Parsons.”

Among

a rejoinder to

The Century >

the

Oliver Johnson’s letter in

for

P.

FOX,

1883.

“Open Letters’,is Holland, Mich, July 27,

-25tf

i

J

FOB BENT.

Mav, by Prof. Leonard

)

A large furnished dwelling with all the
necessary articlestor keeping house,
ion’ Abolish?” The August “Brlc-a Brae,,
cooking utensils, eic., will l>e rented to a
comprisesan amusing satire, by Frank R. respectable family at a reasonablerate of
TOILET, and
L. T. Kantsrs.
Stockton, on anonymous authorships, en- rent. Enquire

\\e sell

28tf

“The Author of ‘The Lion and the
”

and

a variety of bright

nedy’s Favorite
From

the

Remedy.

and hu-

Learned, Parmenas Mix, George A. Hib-

'1

Is

going onjin the stock of

at the store of

WI“1If0RS

Drain Notice.

Is hereby given that I. F. L. Sonfer.
Church Items with the Sendees for Drain Commissioner of the Township of Holland,
County of Ottawa, will on the Fourth day of AuTo-morrow.
gust, A. D. 1883. at the house of Wm. B. Avery. In
First Reformed Church, Rev.
M. said Township, at 10 o'clockIn the forenoon, meet
partiesfor the purpose of letting contracts for the
Btaffens, Pastor. Servicesat 9:30 a. in., construction of a Drain In said Township to he
and2p.iq. Sunday School 3:30. Weekly known as Drain No. 84. commencing»t a point 4.3
Rods and 8 Links South and » Rods West of the
prayer meeting with the Third Reformed North Quarter Post of Section12. Townships,
North of range 16 West, and rnnnlngthence South
Church, on Thursday, at 7:80. Subjects: 191 Rods; thence South 33 degrees 20 minutes
Morning, “The Disciples
Christ in West KM Rods, where It empties Into Drain No.
81. and that I will then and there proceed to let
danger of wind and waves.” Afternoon, contracts,for the construction of the same by see
.1
_ _
-- - — *
tfitvslrlnif thft SHVllP
Hons— as
I have apportioned and dividedthe same,
“The entering in at the straightgate.”
inch contracts to he let to the lowest responsible
Church—
D. bidder, accordingto the specification*made by
me. and now remaining la my office, and whom
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m., will give adequate securityfor the performanceof
same wltnln such time as shall be specifiedin
and 2 p.
Sunday School at 3:45. the
each contracts the undersigned rescrvlrgthe right
to rejeci
reject sny ana
snd an
all bids.
diuo. Notice Is also hereby
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 -.30. io
given, that at the time and place of said letting of
Subjects: Morning, “The Lord’s tender contract the assessment of benefits made by me
care of his people.” Afternoon, “The will be aubject to review.

N.

B.

PRESCRIPTIONS

of

Third Reformed

^

Rev.

WYNHOFF

DR.L.

m., 2 and 7:30 p. m. The
tervicea will be conducted by Prof. G.
Boer, of Grand Rapids.
rices at 9:30 a.

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Servicea at 10.30 a. m.,
and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.

Spbjecta: Morning, “The Golden Rule.”
Evening,
Chlldren’i Temperance
at

10:30 a. m., and 7:80 p.m. Preaching by
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jooea.
Subjects: Morning, “ Christ's Joy imparted to ua.” Evening, “Proper conceptions of life.” Congregational singing led
by the choir. Ail are welcome.

Ik no other medicinal preparation have
intelligent study

ind iclenUflc inquiry been ao steadily and

progrenivelyutilized

as

iftc preparation for all blood diseatet.’

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, RheumaGeneral Debility, Catarrh, and

tic Gout,

disorders caused by a thin and Impover-

all

ished, or corrupted, condition of the blood

A

full

and complete line of

enrichingand renewing the blood, and

For the next thirty days
every person buying a pound

9CHEPERS & SCHIPHORST.
Holland, Mich., March
G. J.

DUBEN.

VAN

1882.

22,

Wm. VAN

80-ly

of

DKRVEERE

tea from our store will

re-

ceive a present of a Silver

City

Meat

{khife & fork.

Market,

Goods delivered free

G.J.UNEMEfU CO., Prop's

B.

Daring a long period of unparalleleduseSarsaparilla has proven
its perfect adaptationto the cure of all disfulness, Aveb’s

weakened
a highly concentrated extract of Sarsaparilla and other bloodpurifying roots, combined with Iodide
of Potassium and Iron, and is the safest,
most reliable,and most economical blood-

eases originating in poor blood and
vitality. It Is

purifierand blood-food that can be used.

Inflammatory Rheumatism Cured.
Aybr’s Sarsaparillahas cured me of

“

the Inflammatory Rheumatism, with which
I tn.fl .offered for

We

I tried several remedies without much if
any relief, until I took Ayer's Sarsaparilla, by the use of two bottles of which I
was completely cured. I have not been
troubled with the Rheumatism since.
Have sold large quantities of your
Sarsaparilla,snd It Still retains its
wonderful popularity.The many notable
cares It has- effectedta thls viclnlty oonrinoe me that it is the best blood medicine
e.er ofl.rtd to the public.
Kabhib."

^

help. Following the advice of a friend, I
commenced taking AVer’s Sarsaparilla,
and before I had used three bottles I felt
as well as I ever did in my life. I have
been at work now for two months, and

think your Sarsaparilla the

and can

Orooitery

seme

oar patrons that the Laid pur-

elas, Ecxema, Ringworm, Blotches,
pores, Bolls, Tumors, and Eruptionsof
the Skin. It elears the blood of all Impurities, aids digestion, stimulates the action ot
the bowels,and thus restores vitality snd
strengthens the whole system.

bottom figures.

and EGGS,

Seeds, \tc., etc.

A.ND SEE US.

. -..v v. ;v PITER
Hollaed. Mich., July 1».

WYNHOFF

BTKKBT8B 4

1848,

Dr.

prepared by

J.C.AyeriCo., Lowell, M«t».

•old by all Druggists; price $1, six bottles, f6.

7-1 y

14,

SU M

MER. 1983.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

G.J.VAN DURBN4C0
Holland, Mich., Feb.

CO7-ly.

15.

1888.

*-

RBTIlp

We will pay market prices for Butler and
Gapi taljiot
Kggiifileo will buy Grain, Potatoes, new.
everything,

OJLX.X*

greatest

James Maynard.”
620 West 42d St., New York, July 19, 1882.
AVer’s Sarsaparilla cures Scrofula
and all Scrofulous Complaints,Erysip-

them

Our stock of

BUTTER

1882.

CLOAKS A FANCY GOODS,

We tneke

chased of us. Is perfectly pore and of fine quality

sell at

18,

“

I

FRESH GOODS

complete and we

May

Intend to keep onr market supplied with the

As we h*vo just tuned in ImitnessIn
huTe on h»nd

Is

of
severe that
wvvw.w
— ww I could
— - not
bed, or dresa, without help.

best and choicest meets tbst esn be procured.

In (Ills el'y, we

of the heel quality, and we will sell
at current Market prices.

Mooai."

Rheumatlim w
so

of charge.

I

of this city to give os a

and

tun,

la., March 2, 1882.
“Eight years ago I had an attack

1888.
SPRING AND
"call.” TR83
-fc,w —
Holland, June

CROCKERY.

NEW

re-

storing its vitalising power.

blood medicine In the world.

PrescriptionClerk con-

tinues In our employ.

^

GROCERIES,
NOTIONS

;

expelling the blood-poisons from the system,

in endless variety.

always on hand.

MR. A. HUIZINGA,

DRY GOODS.

in Ajer’aSarsa-

parilla. It leads the Hit as a trnly iclen-

core*

River St, Buckland, Mass.,

CROCKERY

or night.

IJH UILIVLILL Wi VV.,
\ ——dealers In—

‘

Sarsaparilla

'

“A

most

,

White Goods,

D..«l.hi,.»h^ofJol7.A6Di.:mri!Bi

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

he results of the

SCHIPHORST,

Will be at the Store and will hold himself In
readiness to attend to calls at all honra of the day

Drain Commissioner
fur tht Townshipof UoUand.

‘ft

Concert.”All the aeata are free.
Hope Reformed Church— Servicea

Skirts, Hosiery.
Etc

mmte

First Church, Kev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday school at 8 :i5. Subjects: Morning,
he oeceasity of Immediate repentance.”
Afternoon, “Providence.”
*

1st, 18*3. %

AYER’S

move from the

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.

m.

resurrection of the dead.”

KANTERS & SONS.

Durham,

Dry Goods & Groceries,

NOTICE

*

R.

l

morous verses by II. C. Bunner, Walter

w

at reasonable prices.

Holland, Mich., May

FUtstUld Mass.) Eaole.

Stone In the Bladder Is a very dangerousailment ;
but many most remarkablecures have of late been
wrought by “Kennady’s Favorite Kemedy"-the
Invention of Dr. Kennedy of Kondont.N.»Y. Another striking c<se Is now addi d to the list. Mr.
Peter Lawler, of Dalton. Mass., states In a letter
to Dr. Kennedy that he had been troubled with
bladder complaint for 14 years, and had consulted
at dlffi’renLtiracs
seven plurslclats;but nothing
beyond temporaryallayment of the pain had been
worked. Towards tha end ol last January Mr.
Lawler calledon Dr. Kennedy. Sonndma him the
doctor “struck stone.” He decided that Mr. Lawler should firsttry tho “FavoriteRemedy,”so a#,
if possible,to avoid an operation. And here is the
remarkable result: “Dear Doctor Kennedy-The
day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to
seethe stones I will send them to yon. This letter bears date “Dalton, Mass.. Feb. 6th, and is
signed "Peter Lawler.” The stones, watch are so
large as to warrant for “Kennedy's Favorite Remedy" the claim that It Is the mosuuccessful sped
fle for8tone yet discovered, are flow in Dr. Kennedy’s possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
statesthat the “FavoriteRemedy” at the same
time cured him of a stuborn case of Rbenmatlsm ;
and It is a fact that in all effectionsarising out of
disorder ofthe liver or urinary ergans it is a searching remedy and work* marv.-llnoa benems. It is
in Itself almost a medicine che»t. Order it of your
druggist.Price fl.00 a bottle.

FANCY ARTICLES,
and PATENT MEDICINES.

.

bard, and Frank Dempster Sherman.

them

MarvellousCure of Stone in the Bladoer-Large Stones Removed by Ken-

Drugs,
Medicines, '^elluine ^ clone
W

of

Lamb,’

Refrigerators, etc.

-Dealers In-

Woolsey Bacon, who asks, “Did ‘Abolit-

titled

Vapor Stoves,

Always on hand, in endless variety, nud

do

whom

also have

connectionwith my place of business.

in

Administrator'sSale.
MICHIGAN,

We

Alabastine,

large nud very fine

POOL ROOM

store opposite

QTATE OF

customer by the Pitkin Paint Company, which

cheaper paints for barns, fences, and outhouses.

1883.

A large house and corner lot situated at
insinuatingthat the authorities of the the corner of Market and Tenth streets,

tion.

CHOICE LIQUORS

the “ City Mills.”
P. PRINS & CO.
Holland, March 28,
8-ly

farces,in mildly

place did not use proper care and precau-

a

exclusive sale, for Holland and

111

'AND-

will sell at the lowest prices.

Give us

the.

of the celebrated

vicinity,

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

Auction Sale.

been taken from the water. The inquest re-

We also have

Uw

TOBACCOS, CIGARS,

new stock of

a

Highest market prices paid for

came. The number who lost family can afford to be without them.
They will save hundreds of dollars in doctheir lives is not certainly known, but is
tor's bills every year.
eatimated at sixty-five bodies which have
such

-dealer

PRUTS &

which they

it

sulted, as do most

WM. TEN HAGEN

Thousands Say So.

Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:
were drowned by the giving way of a “I never hesitateto recommend your Eleccrowded wharf, is a fair start on the sec tric Bitters to my customers, they give enond half of the year. The timbers of the tire satisfaction and are rapid sellers.”
Electric Bitters are the purest and best
wharf were badly rotted, and the crowd medicine known and will positivelycure
upon it numbered several hundred. There Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify
could be only one result of such a combin- the blood and regulate the bowels. No

and

THE CU VEKWELL MEDICAL CO.,
wYork N. Y.; PostofflcoBox 450.

41 Ann St., N

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

large number of men, women, and children

ation,

83.00

'

Have just received

I

85,00

Mich.
NEW FIRM!

P.

R. Ranters & Sons,

its

virtues.

Tuesday, in which a

4c.

a

1888. The horrible dis-

aster near Baltimore.

AfM."“von

the war- Haven,

snakes — iYasAciffo [Mich.)

Hall’s Vegetable SicilianHair Rea^w-

pool of Niagara.

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment

.«

F

scene as witnessed by Mrs. West. She

which

STEAMER MENOMINEE

and radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or SpermWill leave Grand Haven for Chicago on Tuesday, atorrhoea Induced by self-Abnso. Involantary
at prices that defy competition
at
Thursday and Sunday evenings,ai 8 or 8:ao
o'clock,on the arrival of train from Grand HapIda, Detroit,and all polnta east.
Epilepsyand Fits; Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, 4c. —By ROBERT J. CULVERWELL. M. D..
author of the “Green Book.”
. ,
The world-renawnedauthor, in this admirable
On Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings at 7 Lecture, clearlyproves from his own experience
o’clock,arriving at Grand Haven next morning that the awfoi conseqncncea of Self-Abusemay
in time for early trainseast.
be effectually removed without dangeroussurgical
__
^ ^ W.
ni tn ont a rinrra Ct\r.
operations,
bougies, Instruments,
rings or cordials; pointing out a mode ol cure at once certain
We have the exclusivesale, for Holland and
and eflmual. hv which every sufferer, no matter
what his conditionmay be, may care himself vicinity, of the celebrated
cheaply, privatelyand radically. This lecture will
prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any adFor further Information enquire at the D. G. H.
post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
AM.B’y office, or of Z. G. WINDSOR, Grand dress.
postage stamps- Address

RETURNING, LEAVES CHICAGO

for

A FULL STOCK OF

MEN

requ 1 red^

make as
great pay

Mains.

t

W

e^wJD

m

I

^

the time, write for
4 CO.. -Portland.
4*-ly
•

Flowers, Ribbons, Dress and Trimming Silk, Satin Velvets, Crape, Embroidery,Nockwear, Laces, veiling,
Ornaments, Gossamer Circulars, Dolmans,
Jackets, Corsets, Bustles, Hoopskirts.
A

full line of Infant’* Wear. Infant'sR*»»>e* and Cloak*, a specialty.

L & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
ETOKZXZ ftTHUT.

*

-

WOMrA

NTD. 1KXOH

i

MU
.J V.

_

__

.....

.....

,

___

-i

Our farmers secured a

JOTTINGS.
To Hr. and Mrs. J. Kruizenga,a

the heavy rains of

spite of

Eighth

late,

street is

for sale. See notice in

were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
mel

another column.

«.

this

week.

1

,

_

J.

is being repaired

will receive a coat of paint.

any terms, unless

you

Have received a new itock of
-Dealer ln-*-

•

DRY ROODS, Sewing

see your wsy clear

them without loss.

to get rid of

Fox and

L. C. Bradford,of

Grand

Qums a number of people were “camped
Miss Thbrmia Fitzpatrick, of Cohoes, Rapids, circulated around among the
out” at Macatawa Park during the past N. Y., is visiting her sister, Mrs. ,T. C. grocerymen of this vicinity this week.
week.
Nugent, of this city.
H. Bacon, who has a beautiful fruit
It is expected that a number of the
Macatawa

Rain, Wind, Washouts, and various farm on the north side of Macatawa Bay,
our people “on remembered us with a box of very fine

citizens of Fennvllle will visit

serious calamities keeps

Park to-morrow.

the ragged edge" now-a-days.

Machines,

NOTIONS, ETC.,

track to Grand Rapids.
Jas.

rani bigeo. i McClure,

Hum-

Don’t receive trade dollars any more on

The D. G. H. ft M. trains are still running over the Chicago ft West Mich,

i

Mr. and Mrs. J. Btisch, of Grand Rapids,

remains dusty.

street

The MethodistChurch
and

town Inst Wednesdny.

in

A very desirable piece of propertyon

girl.

Twelfth

Ik

County Treasurer, R.A. Hyma, was

large share of

the wheat crop this week.

1

-•-consistingof-*-

Dress Goods, Table Linen, Wheeler& Wilson, Singer,
Summer Shawls, Skirts,
and the White,
and Gossameres.

.

King of all Sewing Machines and the best In
the world.

A large assortment of

Gregg raspberries this week.

The “fast train” on the Chicago and
Mr. J. Ten Hope and Miss Maggie
West Michigan R’y is now composed of Niemeyer, of Grand Rapids, were visiting
elegant new coaches.
friends in this city last Monday.

On Wednesday evening

Lost—

pocket book in the yard of E. Van

little

der

last a

HOSIERY,
WHITE GOODS,
GLOVES.

men

of our young

A

intends to enter

terripic hurricane struck Grand

to the

the competitiveexamination for the ap- Rapids last Friday night, doing a large
pointment as cadet

to

West Point.

amount of damage in

all parts of the city.

SUMMER UNDERWARE,PARASOLS,

owner.

them

to stop

the removal of our

office,

for which we

are very thankful.

accompanied by heavy winds, raged with

List of letters remaining in the PostOffice at

Holland,Mich., July 28th, 1883:

Charles E. Clark,

Mr. McClase,

and

best to

fill

the bay with good prospects for

success, as the water has

been two

feet

higher this week than usual.

O.

Warner,

During

G-rooeriee
always on hand.

Fon du Lac County:
“A washtub belonging to a Mrs. Kelley,
of the town of Waupon, was carried away,

Holland, Mich., Hay

Sow

around was searched

it

_

here to fish, could be provided with good job printing is complete

in

dicating that
the

it

Farmers.

west, and the tub

GEO.

Our popular wagon manufacturer

17-ljr

camo from northwas found north from

J. Fliomen

the starting point.”

every particular.
serious washouts
R’y,

and Indiana, and the

on the Chicago
the Grand RapDetroit and Mil-

Offers hts superior made wagons Just as cheap as
anybody sell them in Zeelsnd,and claims that
they are a

Better wagon in everyway

terrupted communication,seriouslyin-

week. There were two boys

and will not ¥• undersold Ny anyono.

The Rev. Dr.

Philip Phelps, of

and Examine.

Call

this

ness the regatta, and all the entrees reHope College, Holland, Mich., continues ported and appeared on the course.
to suffer from illness and shock occasioned

East. Since he
has been there a sister and a niece of his by the sad and sudden loss of his youngest
has died. The niece is a sister of Dr. daughter. He is still East, being too sick
Charles Jones, of Albany, who is a gradu- and feeble to. return home. The General
Synod in Its resolutionof condolence
ate of Hope College.
voiced the sympathy of the entire Church
Our postmaster, Mr. W. Verbeek, has for Dr. Scott and bis strickenfamily in

Also keeps on hand a line of

IKIES

Open and Top

Buggies,

a.

Hamilton Items.

And a nice assortment of Baggiesfor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

Hope Mill is finished and is in running
order but cannot commence business for
over a ween on account of the high water.

ALSO AGENT FOR

BATH PUTFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.

Our School closes this week and oUr
teacher, Miss Dora Bixby, of this place,
will visit friends in Indiana during vaca-

J.

Holland, Mich.',April

YOU CANNOT

The sign was made subscribe for a paper and there is a gentle- damage done to the crops by the last
rains.
at the marble shop of Mr. R. N. De- manly business way to stop one, too. An
The new residence of Mr. Baker, of the
exchange gives the correct way of doing
Merrell.
firm of Kolvoortft Baker, is almost comthe business. It says: “When you want
pleted. Mr. Baker is now thinking what
Last Wednesday as the evening freight
to discontinuea paper, do it manfully. color of paint would look the best.
was passing through North Holland, Don’t be so spiteful as to throw it back to Last Sunday the populace of our village
Harm Range attemptedto jump from the
was thrown into a state ot excitement oc-

__

'

train, while in motion, and fell with con-

FLIEMAN.
1883. 20-1

14,

DO BETTER TUAN CALL AT

,

his face, tearing the whole side of his
head and face in
was brought to

manner. He

a terrible

this city

man ever stopped
matter if his
hairs

this writing,

his -patientdoing nicely.

A very

last

Sunday afternoon in which

a boy named Peter Bakker, aged 16 years,
lost his .life. Four boys, all about the

aame age,

hired

a

boat at the Park and

started for the harbor.

The

heavy rains

of late has raised the water to such a height
in the Bay that when the current, between
the piers at the harbor,

once

turned

and

the water began flowing into Lake Michi-

gan,

it

carried everything with it.

boys attemptedto go out
were near

the,

a paper in that

head

The

into the lake, and

end of the piers when the

• sea and the strong current caused
. the boat to drift rapidly, and becoming

way; no

is covered with gray

that should be honorable. If you

do not longer wish to receive a newspaper
write to the editor like

sad accident happened at Maca-

tawa Park

‘re-

paper returned to the editor. No gentle-

and was attended

by Dr. Best, who reports, at

have

fused’ written on the margin and have the

along side of the track, with

a man

saying

casioned by the high water in the river,
and the prospects of a break in the dam.
The prompt action of all the able bodied
men in town, who turned out and shoveled
sand and shavings all the afternoon and
night until Monday morning, saved the
saw mill of Kolvoord & Baker from being
washed away, and the country from a
general overflow.
irflo

so—

and be sure that arrearages are phid. This

-for

of logs resting against the bridge of the

i

ful

and becoming way. After the mar-

riage had been performedthe two hundred

at the western end of the bridge were car- fcpent in social

of

enjoyment.At

ten o’clock

Dr. Gee’s Music Class tendered a serenade

which is 18 feet and rendered some of their beat selections,
point. The logs went filing after which the guests departed for their

logs into the water

deep

at this

and tumbling through the break, carrying

away the

two western piers

hornet satisfied that a very enjeyable even-

and rushing ing had

been

apent The wedding pres-

stream at a terrible rate, taking ents received by the happy pair were of
away the G. R. ft I. R. R. bridge, the a very appropriate character,some of them
Chicago and West Mich, brfdge, and the being very costly. Among the guests that

down

"

.

Lake Shore bridge,

leaving

Grand Rapids were

preeent from abroad were the father

without a single railroad bridge across and brother of the groom, Messrs-John
Grand River. The "west side" is flooded, and Nicholas Van Zanten, of booth Hol-

and Mias Anna Dalenberg and
foot deep for a great ways back from the Mill Nellie Gouwena, of the same place,
river. The loss occasioned at Grand cousins of the groom. In a few days Mr.
Rapids is variouslyestimated at from and Mrt. Van. Zanten expect to .start for
#1,000,000 to $1,600,000.The logs have their new home in Orange City, Iowa,

the water being from four inches to one

land, Hi.,

sot, at this writing, reached Ferrysburg, and will bear with them the well withes,

_

isboped that they may be cheeked for their future pretpecta, of their man
friends in thieoommnnily. , .
before -arrivingat lhai place.

asd

It

Dyspepsia, Headache, Dysentery,

and a host of other aliments, for all of
which they are a safe, lore, prompt, and
pleasant remedy. The extensive use of these
Pills by eminent physicians In regular practice, ahowi unmistakably the estimation iu
which they are held by the modleal profesThese Pills are compoundedof vegetable
substanoee only, gnd are abeolutely free from
calomel or any other injurious Ingredient.

You

always find a well selected stock of

will

Sttfllsrerfrom Headache write* t
Aral’s Pills are Invaluable to me, and
are my constant companion. I have bpea
a severe sufferer from Headache, and your
Pills are the only thing I could look to
for relief. One doee will guieklymove my
bowels and free my head from pain. They
are the most effective and the easiestphytic
I have ever found. It Is a pleasure to me to
speak In their praise, and 1 always do so
when occasion offers.
W. L. Paob, of W. L. Page A Bro."
FranklinSt., Richmond, Va., June f, 1882.
“

"I have used Aran's Pills in numberless Instances ss recommendedby yon, and
have never known them to fall to accomplish
the desired result.We constantly keep them
oa hand at oar homo, and prise them as a
pleuant, safe, and reliablefamily medicine.
FOR DYSPEPSIA they are iuvaluable.
J. T. HATEI.”
Mexia, Texas, June 17, 1882.
The Ret. Francis B. Harlows, writing
says: For tome yean
paet I have been subject to constipation,
from which. In spite of the nse of medicines of variouskinds, I suffered Increasing
ineonvenlenco,until some months ago I
began taking Ayer’s Pills. They have
entirely corrected the costive habit, and
have vastly improved my general health.”

'from Atlanta. Oa.,

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills correct Irregularitiesof the bowels,* stimulatethe appetite and digestion,and by their prompt and
thorough action give tone and vigor to the
whole physical economy.

Ladles and Gentlemens

VEEP ARID BT

Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Matt.

Grand Haven Items.

Fine Shoes, Boots, and

council has advertised for
is the way to stop a newspaper.”
a loan of $15,000,on the bonds of the
city, for the purpose of graveling the
/the most notable social event that ha4 streets of the city, an Improvement that is
happened in thia city for some time, was’ very much needed, as the Streets at present
are in a horrible state and some of them
[that of the marriage of Anna Gertrud^; the
almost impassable.
eldest daughter of ex-Mayor E. Vad der
Mr. D. Robertson has two fine steamVeen, to Mr. Jacob J. Van Zanten, fltinciers at bis yard in an advanced stage of
pal of the Public Schools of Orangpi^ty, building. One for John Bryce about 100
Iowa, on last Wednesdayevening./Aran peet long, to be run in connectionwith the
Barker and Sanford to form a continuous
iarly hour the friends and relative/ of the
line from Pent water to Traverse City, and
ride and groom assembled at the spahe other for Muskegon parties to be used
ious and handsome residence of the bride’s
n Muskegon lake.
•arents, on Ninth street, to witness the
During the thunder storm on Saturday

D. G. H. & M. R. R. at Grand Rapids. guests present were served with refreshAt 7:80 Thursday morning the three spans mente and the balance of the evening was
ried away and soon sank through the mass

your-

BOOTS & SHOES

orning last, the flag-staff on the Cutler
buse was struck by lightningand shived to pieces,without further damage to
ic building. Singular enough a large
imber tof the guest* never discovered
at the building had been struck until
,ey saw the slivers laying on the sldethe next morning.

_____ to the contlnnousrains the river
risen to a height unknown, at this
ti|ie of the year, to the oldest inhabitant,
it every cellar in the city, north of
tion of the State has been in a terrible bearing the trying ordeal in a very grace-

jam

A large proportionof the diseases which
cause human suffering resalt from derangement of the stomach, hovels, and liver.
Atkr’s Cathabtio Pills act directly npoa
these organs, and are especially designedto
cure the diseases caused by their derangement, Including Constipation,Indiges-

Sold by all Druggists.

The common

remony. Rev. Broek, assisted by Rev.
iterwijk, of Grand Rapids, and Prof. T.
unmanageable it easily upset. The three
imeyn Beck, D. D. of this city, perother boys were, with great difficulty, resformed the ceremony. The bride was
cued, but Peter Bakker was never seen
very tastefully and elegantly dressed in
after the boat upset. His body was undrab satin, trimmed with lace, While the
doubtedly carried out into the lake an
groom wore a suit of black. The cerehas not yet been obtained.
mony was performed in a very dignified
Durinq the past week this whole por- and befitting manner, the bride and groom
state of excitement over the enormous

HEROLD’S

E.

contemptuous “I

don’t want it any longer!" and

siderable force striking the end of a loose
vail, that lay

a

Holland, Mich

A

neatly carved on It.

the postmaster with

McULURE,

sion.

MI
ism

111

put up a very neat sign over the entrance their great sorrow.— CAnWan Intelligencer. tion.
to the post office. It consists of a marble
Farmers and business men of this lo
There ii a right and a wrong way to calliy are all very despondent over the
slab with the words “Post Office” very

__

T.

AYER’S PILLS.

tion,

brother, Dr. Charles Scott, President of

city, iff at present in the

•

and terms before purchasingelsewhere.
Cor. of Eleventhand River streets.

The Chicago and West Michigan trains terfered with the success of the Northand two girls. They lived but a few hours
from Grand Rapids last Sunday night, western Annual Regatta Associationreafter birth.
were delayed about two hours on account gatta, held at Muskegon last Teusday and
of
trees that had blown across the track Wednesday. Large numbers of excurAll the trains of the Chicago and West
Mich. R'y, north of Muskegon have been during the heavy wind storm that pre- sionists were prevented from attending
cancelled on account of washouts.The vailed along the line north of this station from these causes alone. The only way
of reaching Muskegon from Grand Haven
companies bridge at Bear Lake has been during Sunday afternoon.
was by boat. Despite these drawbacks
swept away and the damage has not yet
We are sorry to learn that our esteemed
there was a large crowd present to witbeen ascertained.

•

on.GrAJNrs

the chance

Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices

in South Blendon, some twelve miles east style and stock, together with as low prices
waukee railroads,and the consequent in
of this city, gave birth to four children as are consistent with good work.
last

& Fallow,

latter

•

ids

one day

Tailor

1883.

10,

had traveled almost against

wind. The

We have new and latest styles of type.
We can and will give satisfactionin work, and West Michigan

living near the Ohio Mills,

SONS.

the Kelley residence and In a direction in-

The

bait*

is

for

could not be found.

cago, Burlington ft Quincy R. R., spent Later on the tub was discovered in the
last Wednesday and Thursday at Macata- town of Bpringvaie, six miles distant from

ally.

ft

and although the country lor several miles

traveling agent of the Chi-

at

A mother

last

incidentis related

a singular

Estey, Chase,

VAN PUTTEN

G.

~*~And the-*-

which happened in

wa Park. Mr. Warner speaks very highly
Macatawa Park are plenty,
of our city and of Macatawa Bay especibut good minnows, or bait, are scarce.
We should think that some means could
be devised whereby strangers, who come
The outfit of the News Job Office for
Guests

the storm in Wisconsin

Wednesday,

Felt Hats.

X fresh stock of

running the boat on Sunday. fered great damage.

The small creeks and streams that are James M. Towner.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
tributary to Macatawa Bay are doing their

,

Pease, K^rannach & Bach,
Noby Straw Spoils and

local Hollandishpapers have given

us very flatteringand liberal notices on

Weber, Fischer, Decker & Son,

Etc.

Last Friday and Saturday rain storms,

Last week Friday a Mr. Mansfield,of
A petition was circulated this week great fury in all the townships about this
Gran4 Rapids, caught seventeen black among our citizens which is to be presented city. Large forest trees were torn from
bass, one of which weighed live pounds.
to Macatawa Park Association requesting the earth, while the standing crops suf-

Oub

WHITE and
COLORED CORSBTfl,
BUTTONS,

j

Veen. The finder will please leave it
Van der Veen who will return it

with Mr.

One

Also agent for

RIBBONS.

ibington street, has been overflowed
some of the buildings were completely
lolalated. However daring the last two
daTs the water has subsidedsome and the
prApects are snmewhfitbrighter. A num*
bctlof mills have been compelled to shut
do4n on account of the high water and
inability to obtain the necessary
... thereby causing a good deal of uneasilesa among the laboring men Who are
thrown out of work.
rLport reached this citv Thursday
morling that the D. G. H. & M. R. R.
bridle at Grand Rapids bad given away
and that the logs were coming down. A
large force went op to the boom to render
all paslstancepossible. At noon a dispatch wm received that the railroadbridge
at (frandvillewu carried away and that
logs were coming for Grand Haven,
to secure ail vessels. AH the pile
ra located here were at once set to
driving piles acmes the river In difplaces so as to stop the logs Great
element e«®ts among the people. Evboat it engaged lo towing piles and
_ .rying men. They are trying to atop
the loga before they get down too far.
Current in the river like a nrill race.
water foil of grass, driftwood, and oW loga.

Slippers.

Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

YOUNG,

All eiperlenoe the wonderful

MIDDLE?

Ayer8

beneficialeffects of

Sarsaparilla.

Childrenwith Sore Eyes, Sore
ABED. Bara, or any scrofulous or syphilitic taint, may be made healthy and strong
by Its use.
Sold by all Druggists ; gl, six bottles for 98.

CALL AND SEE US
NO.

46,

Otto Breyman

EIGHTH STREET.
E.HSROLD.

-Dealer in-

Holland, Mich., April 8, 1888.

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

Jewelry. Watches,

DIAMONDS,
Silnnin, Flitcinn. ui Fancy Sock

Estimates given

for all

kinds of buildings finished and completed.

I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
watches, so that our work can be war-

H. Reynolds,of Chicago, an
ranted.

Planing and Re-sawing
All

done on ihort notice.

the Qoods are warranted

1

to be

Stairs, Hand Railing, Sash,
Doors, Blinds,

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.

made and S P

j

ust as represented.

,lMo;

ECT AC LE S
—and a—

furnished.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Office and ehqp

on

Ricer Street,

near the comer of Tenth
JAS.

m&

Holland, Mar

37,

Street.

HUmiY.

1888.

17-tf

Come and examine our stoek. No
IMaWito.howGnod..^
Holland. Mich., Jan.

1,

1888. . 48-ly

»

A.

wounded, and had been penetrated by
The Growth of the West
five or six solid ahoit, but hot materially
Few stories of industrialdevelop-,H'“~Reif*formeb8: The ©oral worm.
designs of the draughtsmencarried out* damaged.
ment, says an exchange,can compare
Oh, the old trundle-bedwhere I elept when a she would have been a much more forThe man to fill a vacancy— David
• The two Federal fleets— the one above
with that of the . Northwestern States
* ^
and the other below the city— now of America.# Fifty years ago only,
What canopiedKing might not covet the joy?
The gjory and peaconf that altunber of mine,
planned to destroy the Arkansas at the Ohio, Michigan and Indiana were comThe Weather Bureau is the storm
was designed to provide -her with bank. The one moved down and the paratively unexplored, while such scenter.
’L'
t^ohri
ly «)ou ch^i
? clOte fro m
lie
UVM*>-U
fV/
'14 » '* >1
powerful engines; but, Ifter she had other up iu the night and suddenly States and Territoriesas Wisconsin,
Thebe are no female dudes. The
But daintily drawn frrm n* hiding at night
been, Jiurried up the Xwqq, Commo- opened a terrific bombardment against California,Kansas, Oregon, Montana,
Oh, a neat of delight from the foot to the head
society idiot is always a man.
.Was this queer little, dear little, old trundle dore I.yuoh could find notliuig better the confederatebatteries, the object.beowa, Nevada and many other had no
Doctors are generous men. Who
bed!
than the engines belonging to a river ing to silence them until the ram- could existence. From interesting data reever heard of a doctor rushing out to
sterner.
Whjle
these
would
drive
the
be
destroyed.
Neither
purpose
was
acOh< the old trundle bed, vftiere l wondering saw
cently issued, we find that half a cenThe Htars through the Wndaw,and listening steamer ten miles an hour, they would complished. The city was shaken as tury ago Chicago had but twenty-nine chase away boys who were taking fruit
from his trees?
with awe
winds as they tremblingly not push the Arkansas over four. Her by an earthquake, and tons of metal voters; the first house was not yet
To the f
“You needn’t besb'crusty,"said Todfirst
weak
point
wim
in
her
speed;
the
were
hurled
back
and
forth,
but
the
or<
erected in St. Paul; San Francisco was
Throtiglitbo tfees wlwre tWe robins so restlessly second in her roof and plating. There fleet ultimatelywithdrew without havkins
to his better half. “Better be a
mt a struggling Mexican' settlement;
slept;
Where 1 heard the low murmurouscheep of the were a dozen ‘ vulnerable apotrf, and ing accomplished anything, Three or Milwaukee had no place on the map, little crusty than half baked," was the
wren.
those who looked her over carefully four vessels hurled shot and shell at and Buffalo, which had just been in- reply of his amiable spouse.
And the katydidlistlessly chirrup again,
when
she was ready to sail declared the ram for more than an hour, and she corporated,was scarcely beginning to
“Out of the Mouths of Babes”:
Till my fancies grew taint and were dro willy
that she would be sent to the bottom replied with every gun which would eel that commercial impulse, which, Edith— “Have you written all the inled
Through the maze of the dreams of the old by the first Federal gun-boat which got bear, but the conflict added only three
ollowing the completion of the Erie vitations to my party, mamma?” Mamtrundlebed.
within range. The ram was provided or four to her list of killed and wounded, canal, was destinedto make it one of ma: “Yes, Edith/ Edith-“But the
Oh, the old trundle bed ! Oh, the old trundle bed
with ten guns, manned by a volunteer and nothingi of account to her damages. he most important cities of the union. best part will be when the acceptions
With its plump little pillow and old-faabloned
crew, and about the middle of July,
Again, om the night of the 22d, the The commerce of New York was very and deceptionsbegin to come in, won’t
Its snowy- white sheets, and the blankets above.
1862, was ready to run down the river fleets engaged the batteries as before,
rifling, and there was no railroad be- it. mamma T'— Harvard Lampoon.
Smoothed down and tucked round with the and make the attempt to reach Vicks- and Porter made for the Arkansas with
tween
that city and Alban v. Now the
Jack— “Say, old man, will you let
touches of love;
burg. She was placed,, in- charge of the Essex, believinghe could strike her irogress being made in tlie far North- me take your hat and top-coat to-night;
The voice of my mother to lull me to sleep
With the old fairyetorias my memories keep
Lieut. Com. Brown, and he gave the a blow which would crush in her side. west is surprising, and Oregoa Terrimine are looking a little the worse tor
SHU fresh as ifae UUies that bloom o’er the head
Once bowed with my own o’ef the old trundle crew to understand that the ram should He approached with a full head of ory is, perhaps, advancing more Tapid- wear? Chum— “Certainly you can
bed.
50 to the bottom, before hauling down steam on, made a dash for the monster, y than any other section. It is twice
have them; but don’t you call that
-Life.
The crew was. then nulled and struck a glancing blow which ran as large as New York State, having an
taking jjrour partner’s best and going it
over, and such as did not take kindly to the Essex ashore and secured her a ter- area of 95,274 square miles. In 1870
alone? —J/aruard Lampoon,
Career of the Ram Arkansas. this desperateproposition were replaced rific pounding before she got off.
its population was only 90,823, but by
No word was spoken when they met,
by others.
The Essex, however, was to be 880 the number had increased to 174,By either— sad or gay,
Scouts,
deserters
and
negroes
had
And yet one badly smittenwas,
revenged at a later date. When it was 000. Within ten years the population
How She Passed Through a Whole Fed*
As was remarked next day.
kept the Federal fleet posted in qpgard realized what the Arkansas had accom- of Portland,its largest city, had trebled
They met by chance this autumn eve,
'
eraPFleet* -»
to the progress of the Arkansas, and plished the Confederates determined to tself. The State raised 12,673,000
With neither glance nor bow,
Jf
They often come together so—
when .she was ready to drop dpVp the use her to recover possessionof Baton rashels of wheat last year, as compared
A freight train and a cow.
river her reception was likewise ready, Rouge. A land force moved to co- with 3,127,000 bushels ten years ago,
Perhaps the constructionof the ram
Enthusiastic
professor of physics,
An iron-dad and two rams had run up operate with her, but from the hour the thus showing that in the decade the
Arkansas, together with her brief but
discussing
the
organic
aud inorganic
theiYazoe.abouta mile tohave the first ram left Vicksburg she was the subject crop had increased fourfold. The salastonishingcareer, furnishesone of the
kingdoms— “Now, if I should shut my
dash at the Confederate, and just below of disaster. First one part and then mon fisher^ is another important source
most curious incidents in the history of
eyes— so — and drop my head— so— and
the mouth of the stream the entire Fed- another of her engines gave out and of revenue in this Stata Washington
the Confederate navy. Tlie constriceral fleet, consisting of ten or twelve had to be repairedin a rude way. She Territory, which was formerly a part of should not move, you would say I was a
tion of the ram waa begun at Memphis,
clod. But I moVe, I leap, I run ; then
craft, were drawmap in a double line. got aground several times, sprung a
)regon, is also advancing.It has a what do you call me?” Voice from the
but her hull had scarcely been launched
If the.Arkansasjjgtinto the Mississippi leak twice, and was once on fire. Just
!;ood climate and fertile soil. The
when it was found necessary to tow it
run ilia gauntlet through this above Baton Rouge her engines were umber traffic promises to be very great. rear— “A clodhopper!” Class is dismissed.
et ekuosed to the full broadside of again disabled and she had to make Fir, pine, oak, and cedar of superior
“Say. Mrs. Bunsen,” said a little girl
at short range. There was a fast to the bank. While in this condi- qualifcity and almost unlimited quantity
rmmrtion to destroy her at* every tion the Essex and other crafts ad- are to be had in the Puget sound dis- to a lady visitor, “do you belong to a
while another was pounding away at
hazard, and no one doubted that she vanced upon her and opened a hot fire. trict ; in fact, it is estimated that this brass bapd?” “No, my dear.” “I
Fort Pillow above Memphis, and the
would be blown out of water by the The career of the ram was ended. She region of the State alone wilj yield 160,- thought you did.” “Why do you, my
tkoleton of the Arkansas was towed
terrible fire that could be eoncenti;ated was at once abandoned, 'several tires 1)00,000,000feet of valuable timber. child?” “Because mamma said you
down the great rirer and up th© Yazq^
started to consume her, and when the One mill there cuts up 180,000 feet was always blowing your own horn, and
to .be finished. The Yazoo was, fot
The iron* cl ad Carondelqfc, assisted by flames were well under way she was daily ; another & preparing for a daily I thought you must belong to the band. ”
Bome mduth$, a: safe retreat for a top-:
the Tyleriand the Queen of the West, turned adrift to go to destruction.The cut of 250,000 feet, while 7,000,000feet —The Drummer.
ii$prA$Q ..'ftTUnbor of . vessels, governwas waiting in the Yazoo, when one Essex had the credit of her destruction, are shipped monthly to foreign ports
An Arkansas boy, writing from colment and private, but the Arkansas was
morning the Arkansas was, suddenly and the monster which Knd caused so along the coast. Prices of lumber have lege in reply to his father’s letter,said:
the only one which the Federal fleet
was troubled
V sighted icominfr down. She had passed much anxiety for long months was advanced, and wages also have risen re- “So you think I am wasting my time in
the big Taft in thd’ flight,and tire heavy finally out of the way. M. Quad.
cently. Montana is another promising writing little stories for the local paAfter the upper Federal fleet had
timber along the banks had concealed
Territory, with an area of 143,776 pers, and cite Johnson’s saying that the
captured Memphis and the lower one
her smoke untif she was close upon the
Queer
Lapses
of the Memory.
square miles or about three time the man who writes except for money is a
had reached Vicksburg, the Confeder'Federals. Th0 fight opened at once,
About three years ago I came to Har- superficiesof New York State. The fool. I shall act upon Dr. Johnson’s
ates began the work of locking up the
•and with gteatyigor. The Carondelet
suggestion aud write for money. Send
rison Square in the cars and mounted cattle trade is being pushed forward
Yazoo river. It is a lazy, sluggish
moved up to meet the ram, firing as she my horse for home. After galloping rapidly, aud it is expected that dead me $50.”
stream, its banks low, it bottom a bed
advanced, and her two companion-craft
From a scientific journal we learn
about a mile I suddenly found or im- beef will bp sent through from Montana
of mud and snags, and* at that period,
openetkjfire. from their bow. gunf and
agined I had gone wrong. I could not to New York in refrigerators.Dakota, that “400 aperies of comatiilidie are
when the few plantations up. as far as
began a fire of musketry at the ^port- recall the surroundings.I turned my the largest of all the Territories in tlie now known, and all except four belongYazoo CiU’ were being deserted and all
shutters of the ram.
horse’s head back and went near to my Northwest, is making great strides in ing to the genuis Endiocrinas have at
traffic on the river had ceased, no localThe Carondelet had not fired above starting-place; again turned and rode grain culture. The valley of the Red least ten arms. We always thought
ity could have presented a more desofour shots when a solid shot from the home over the same familiarroad that river of the North is being opened up there were alxmt that many species of
late aspect.
Arkansas
disabled her engines. A I had so often traveled. The loss of and the use of machineryis so exten- coraatulube,but we were a little shaky
i Theiederals would soon know, what
was going on up the sluggish stream, second entered one of her ports and miud or identity of localitydid not last sive that even persons of little exper- as to the number of arras. A comatuand the most active precautions were killed five men, and in less than ten more than twenty minutes. On a pre- ience in agriculture can find the cult- lidie with ten arms ought to he able to
taken to prevent a visit.’-' Gangs of minutes she had fourteen men killed vious occasionI took the boat for Na- ure profitable. The Yellowstone coun- scratch its own back, no matter in what
men were detailed to fell trees and con- and wounded and was aground on the hant at 2 o’clock, dined with a friend, try is another region which’ will shortly spot it may itch.— iVormtoum Herald.
struct rafts at Tarious joints, little bank. It is claimed by the Confeder- and slept at the honse of another be thrown open to settlersby increased
“M’fja, I heerd de boss retidin’ from
camps of scouts and sharp-shooters ates aboard the' rairr, arid by others friend. The next morning I went railroad facilities. Iu Nebraska the de paper dis mawnin’ dat there’s gwine
were establishedalong the banks, and watching the fight from the shore, that home quite well. Awakening the next yield of wheat last year was nearly 15,- ter be a change in the Ministery in Enwhen the work was declaredfinishedit the Carondelet struck her flag. This morning my wife alluded to my visit to 000,000 bushels, or more than four gland. I spec some ob dem ar Minishad been so well done that a Federal issue is avoided by some Federal his- Nahant the day before, of which I had times the quantity raised in 1873. In- ters hab been foolin arouu’ somebody’s
gun-boat could not have made her way torians and denied by others. She was given her a full account on my return. deed, the progress of the wheat cult- premises when de husbau’ an’ fader
from the Mississippi to Yazoo City in certainly crippled and run ashore, and I answered that I had not been to Na- ure in the West and on the Pacific was way down in de cotton patch, an’
two weeks’ time if allowed to pass un- her two companions were driven down hant, and stuck to it. The whole slope is one of the most significant dat’s kase why dey change dem. M’ria,
into the Mississippi. Hud the trio thing had left my memory. Being features of the agriculturaldevelope- dls should be a wa’nin’ to ye, for we am
molested.
The Yazoo being narrow, the Con- pulled down their flags in token of sur- alarmed, my wife sent for the doctor, ment of America.
all wums, an’ we should profit by de
federates had a great advantage to render the Arkansas would not have who came and found me asleep. I
’struction dis lesson ’fords.”— Texas
Shaved by Sections.
begin with. There was no rapid current gained a point. Her destinationwas awoke and found him feeling my pulse,
Siftings.
A commercialdrummer, with several
to contend with in placing their rafts, Vicksburg,and she iflust reach that and I asked him why he had come, and
hit ’em again.
and when one .was secured in position it poiut to be of any benefit to the Con- my wife stated the fact of my having heavy cases in hand, panted into The deacon was stingy as stiugvconldbe,
And his minister keen as a brier;
could be depended upon to remain federacy.She passed the disabled denied the visit to Nahant. I replied: Worth’s barber shop, Trenton, N. J.
And the minister wished the ceiling removed,
there. In one spot in the river near Carondelet within twenty feet, steaming “You have been dreaming, I am very One side of his face had a several days’
But could not get his desire.
its mouth was an almost solid raft half as fast as she could, and yet not making well, and do not require the doctor.” growth of whiskers, while the other One day a piece of the plastering fell
By fate on the hard deacon's head,
a mile long and so secured that a hun- over five miles an hour, and when she The whole details of my visit to Nahant side was perfectly smooth. He threw
And he sprang to his feet and ottered a ten
reached
the
Mississippi
she
was
in
plain
himself
into
a
chair.
“Shave
me,”
he
drptj locomotivescould not have pulled
were fresh in my memory, but the fact
To have that thing secured overhead.
"Lord, hit him again!" said the ministepkeen,
it ajMfc. J All tlie-TKfW weie of green sight of 10,000 spectators on the bluffs of my having denied all knowledge of said, brusquely.
With which you and I will agree.
timber, thus baffling any attempt -ty at Vicksburg. ’ g .1 rr
them had become completelyblotted • The astonished barber began to ad- For If plaster will oi>cn the heart of a man,
The
Federal
fleet
was
ready
fdf
her,
The blaster the man should have free.
jat
igmt
burn them outr and the sharp-shooters
out. Many years ago, when navigating just a cloth about his neck, looking
—RochesterPuet-JCxpress.
in tlie woods could have easily picked and the Arkansas .yras to run such a a ship through Java Bea, oue nkjht the drummer’s face meanwhile with
A peasant who had often heard that
off any men landing from a craft try- gauntletas waa never before prepared about 12 o’clock we passed close to two eloquent curiosity.
“Been in the barber chair once t Ins Truth was a jewel lying at the bottom
ing to make its way. up. the river. The for a vessel. Orders were given the little islands called the Brothers. I
Yazoo was securely locked up, but the engineer to give her all speed possible, went below to get a map and told an morning, haven’t you?" queried he of a well descended into his well to
•<: • f
search for the treasure. He skinned
Federals consoled themselves with the and the ram took the center of the officer of the deck to call me at 2 a. m., barber,
Twice,” said the strangercorrecting his knees and elbows, barked his nose,
idea that they held the key* They river and steamed ahead.
when I intended to change the course
The moment the Confederate ap- to clear a shoal of somewhat doubtful him; “once in Philadelphiaand oncf in run an old fork into his foot, and shivcuul.l blockade its mouth and, if they
could not go up, the Confederates peared every Federal gun which could locality. I awoke soon after 3 o'clock, Bristol. Got my face latheredin P nl- ered around for six long hours before
..couKUot cqpiq down. The Arkansas be brought to. bear opened fire, and the wholly unconscious of haring lieen adelphia and then saw I couldn’t n#ke his wife drew him up aud asked:
my train unless I started. Got
“What in Goodness’name were you
was powerless as long as she was hid- ram was hit five or six times before en- called, and went on deck and so
barber to wipe oft’ my face, aud I rau •doing down there?” “Looking for
den. away up 4he stream, and 'if she tering the lines. When the broadsides the officer for not calling,me
and got on just as the train was mov nR- Truth.” “Why I could have told you
efrifro down she would find a welcome were brought to bear the effect was tre- o’clock. He answered that he
mendous. It seemed to the crew of called me and informed me of the
At Bristol I thought I’d have timj to before you went down there that you
duly prepared for her.
do some business and get shaved and were the biggest fool in America!”
The men in the camps scattered along the ram as if she was being lifted bodily of the wind and weather as in
catch the next train. Got thrd ugh Moral : You can get more Truth than
the river were sorely, tried. There was out of the water by the heavy concus- bound, and that I, apparently
with my business, ran into a. barber you waflt around any well-curb.
a weirdnessand desolation that checked. sions. Her speed was so slow that she awake, had ordered the course a
The stream,,vias full was retaiueilu n (lei 'flrlT much longer two points. When at sea in charle of shop, got lathered again, and got tialf
de tAain on de golden rail.
gteat, Biimy reptiles, than ah ordinary [vessel . whuld have a ship I had a habit of waking up jit al- my face shaved, when I heard the tVain
Dls nigger's hair am turnin' white like de
obming. Jumped up and paid the
pt in tlfe^ summer sun by day been, and the striking shot and shell most any hour, and the end of a
cotton on de stalk,
1 ,
barber, and again had my face wibed His limbs am growln'feeble, an’ it's hard for
and fought and bellowed along the had every advantage.
at night generally found me
me to walk;
off; and struck for the depot and &ot
banksf by' riight. The ohirp of a bijd , When it was seen that the Arkansas awake and preparing to go on d
But wid all uv din I’pe happy, an' we'en de Gosthe train just as it was moving. People
- was a rare thing. In place of it was *as likely to pass through the lines un- see that all was going right.— C'
l>el train rolls by
on the train looked at me and theh Uncle Remus will ho runnin', an’ will stop for
the lonesome scream of the crane as it geathed her way was blocked, but she G. Forbes, in Boston Traveler.
me an’ 81.
turned away and- whispered. They I’ll be stantlin’at de station wid a through ticket
"f sailed above the trees, and the angry did not deviate from her course an
In my han',
thought I was an escaped lunatic. I
Cattle on the Highway.
hiss of the cotton-mouth and moccasin inph. The vessels in hpr path ha
ad to
An’ doan kalkulate ter git off de train dls side de
as they found their haunts invaded. move aside or take the’chtmce of a colA land-owner gives the foaowmg want a close shave, please, and take
promise Ian
The mosquitoes were a plague .that. fU; lisjon with her • iron beak. . Whan the reasons why cattle should not run iu your time to it. I’m going to make up We'll tire de newshutuh from de kar, his pies
will not he sold,
times threatenedto drive every candp ram finally opened fire she' had plenty highways: 1. They have nq right for this helter-skelterbusiness in the Kase wo’w
going ter take our own grub ef we
l from the river. Under the dense shade of targets all around her, and her guns there. . 2. They prevent his I setting morning.”-Tfmlon Times.
• has ter take it cold.
De crosstles will M of marble an’ de spikes of
i of the banks they knew no rest, but were worked rapidly and wth wiling trees along the line of his laid, as it
silver white,
How He Made It.
swarmed in great clouds and bit with effect. She entirelydisabled another will cost too much to buildla fence
Fur de Gospel train on de golden rail will leave
"•* de sinner fhm sight}
the tierceness of snakes. Men who gunboat, beat off two of Ellet’s rams, around every tree to protect itl 3. He
4So you havl found hotel-keeping
Wid Uuoie Remus' han' on dc throttle, an’ Ole
could stand marching and fighting wun and paid -her compliments to almost cannot leave his gate open a miaute for source 'of great profit?9 queried a life
New
81 in de baggage car,
t used up by these pests and had to;i)e every vessel in tW lines. The fire upon fear some unruly animal will plunge Yorker of a*' Colorado man whom he Wfe’ll laft' on time In de eweet by’n' by wid de
l>eaattfnlgates ajar.
freueved from thier posts. It was ex- her never slackened for a moment, and into his garden or fruit orchard.^ 4. In met in Chicago.
(Gu-) Fetes.
j peqtejl that the Federals would make even after she had run the gauntlet she drawing loads he rfiust open land shut
“Well, I suppose the hotel has met
1 ..
attempts to get up the river, but the was followed and fired upon until safe gates every time, requiring Hindrance expenses, though I ain’t sure,” was thp
The Storm-Breeding Territory,
-only expeditions'sent ont consisted of under the guns (ft Vicksburg, r
Bply.
and labor. To which he might have re.
scont-boatsto examine and report oh
Her escape was a bitter pill to swal- added, that as street cattle aye value<
^Buut they tell me you have made t “Where does the gentle storm originate?”
I ihe obstructions.
low. . She was jmgmnhr, alow, under on account of their skill in ‘‘picking a
'b’’v
“Nine out of ten t$ke their rise iu the
ere were living," fhey will break gate)* even i
r r All things considered, the farther 'flre fortiie first ‘ time, ‘and ike
’ “Yes, but you see I have a saloon
extreme
Northwest, in Montana or
^ifelettbnfof file Arkdbsii
noktwenty men aboard. whoJiad ever they are shut; and the food they eat in attached to the hotel, and a silver mine
S^ter bf wonfler. *A shipyard
before assisted to fire a cannon. Mem- gardens is rather costly. Beside, they attached to the saloon, and a faro-room north of there, in the British Dominimprovised,and every spike, "bolt, rope, ber of the crew were repeatedlyknocked frighten little children on their way to attached to the mine, and I act as judge ions. Since oUr co-operationwith the
clamp or piece of iron of any sort must down by the cononsaibfi, wadV two ^n' school, and they spatter the foot-paths at all horse-racesand as umpire at all Canadian Weather Bureau, which is a
be sent away for. The nearest point stances became eo °fdrrified that they with manure,
prize-fights.Ok, we don*t expect a sort of a little one for a cent, we have
•
where any of these things could be ob- fell down and remained hepless throughWestern
' to make a dollar. Wall been enabled to get reports from as far
. estern hotel
north R8 Fort Edmonton, and as soon
The, Athens (Ga.) Bcnme?: .says: street News.
tained was Vicksburg, and the nearest out the affair. ’TlpfrUTy - — frr
as telej ^
”We
don’t
want
the
Colonels
rided
out
railroad was at least thirty miles away.
The Arkansas was moored to the
required nails from Uanfrivhy chains and Eopee; he* crew re- ofpolitios.; They could,, q^t ha rnl^ f In 1860 there were only 23,000,000 up wiU.-from another, iron inforced,damages repaired and then out of the bar-rooms and, hotels .durin g shdep in tlie United States, With an an1 mar Strict
4 plates from another, and indeed tbs: shqvvaa ready to take part in the de- the war, and now they miwt have- sotne nual Vool clip of 60,000,000 pounds: And we can predict With toore accuracy
^fwholo Confederacy may be said to have fense of the pity. She had run the showing, *Bo4et them stay in' pditkri*, Th*l census of t880>shb*9 «>, 010,00$* What the weather- wiU .be.4-TF. B.
vith 300,000,000pounds of vooL
Hazen, in Cleveland Herald.
" gauntlet With tMe ‘ISIfed eand two thdy are harmless,”

Davis.
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One

dky, a y
ville (8,.p.) edi

was

to

Fully Con

Troy.N. Y,'

fifteen miles away, and "fie put a

new

pencil into his pocket, hired the fastest
horse in town and started for the scene.

in favor of permitting the law to take
its course that it had about been decided to take the rascal back to jail.
Williams drove up, jumped down, and
in a minute or two learned that the
affair was off. He had driven fifteen
miles to report a case of lynching,’ and
his disgust was profound, htamting a
stump, he began
'Gentlemen, look at that
' it thar’ boss.
I’ve foundered him to get here and see
this hanging. It will be $^O0 out of
my pocket, and the only return will be
a three-linerin the News, saying that
you concluded not to hang.!' Gentlemen, has patriotism died (Hit of this
country?”
“No, no,. no!” yelled the crowd,
“Does it make any particular difference to this man whether he is hung
or three

,

months later?”

“No, no!”

“Gentlemen, I believe in law and
order, but I’ve drfven fifteen miles,
foundered a boss, and feel a bit broke

up.

don’t say that I want to see this
man hung, and I don’t say that lynching is the best plan ; but, if he should
be swung up and I should be asked to
sit on the Coroner’s jury and bring in a
verdict of suicide, I don’t see how I
could refuse. Gentlemen, look at thatar’
boss!”
.“Swing him up!” yelled twenty men.
“Look at that wreck of a once-noble
boss and tell
”
“Hooray !” shouted the crowd, and up
went the man to be left suspended until
dead!— 3f. Quad.
I
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What We Have
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1808

Y.) Democrat and ChronicleWM published in
thifi paper

Cure.
“And this caused you to manufactureit?”
gNqJt faused me to investigate. I went
to the principalcities,saw physicians proscribing and using it, and I therefore determined, as a duty I owe humanity and the
suff ei ing, to bring it within their reach and
it is known in every part of America,
now it
is sold.in every drug store and has become
a household necess.ty.
necess. tv. “
Xhq reporterJqffc *r. Wajmer, much Impressed with the eartibstness and sincerity
of his statements and next
xt paid rf
ifvisit
' " to
'
Dr. 8. A, Lattinioreat his residenceoh Frlnoe
street Dr.- Lattlmore, although 1busily en-'
gaged upon some matters connected with
the State Board of Health, of which he is
one,of the analysts,courteously answered
the 'ittestionsthat were propounded him
"Did you make a chemical analysis of the
case of'Mr. H. H. Warner some three years
ago. Doctor? "

recently and bag been the subject

Noticed.

of

P*w*

"Having ttW affletod fbp'hevtral yean Yfcat with
illneM, the cause 6f which was unknown to me for s
long time, and, uuQpntUpieddisability getting to.bp

.......

published,
iblished, detailing his remarkable experlence and rescue from what seemed to be
certain death. It would be Impossible to
enumerate the personal inquiries which
have been made at our office as to the validity of the article, but they have been so

:

men

tnis end in view a representativeoi

paper called onDn Hemon afaiiis iqsLdence, when the following Interview occurthis

red:*

)

‘.XJWJW

dose investigationthat the cause of
sirknesswas the diseased conditionof my kidneys
and liver. At thii time by accidenta friend who bad
Similar symptoma to mins informed me of the great

quite a whirlwind, ire the Statements
about the terriblecondition you were in,
and the way you were rescued; sqch as you

^

can
l*
“Every one of them and many additional
ones, hew people ever getso near the grave
as I did and then return, and I am not surprised that the public think it marvelous.
It was marvelous.”
“how iu the world did you, a physician,
come to be brought so low?"
“By neglecting the first and most simple
symptoma I did not think I was sick. It is
true 1 had frequentheadaches; felt tired
most of the time; could eat nothing one day
and was ravenous the next; felt dull, im
idetinite pains, and my stomach was out of order, but I did not think it meant anything
serious"
“But have these common ailments anything to do with the fearful Bright s disease
which took Bo firm a hold on you?”
“Anything? Why, they are the sure indicatlonsof the first stages of ihat dreadful
malady. The fact is, few people know or
realize what ails them, and I am sorry to
say that too few physiciansdo either.”
“That, is a strange statement, doctor. ”
“But it is a true one. The medical profession have been treating symptoms instead of diseases for years, and it is high
time it ceased. We doctors nave been clipping off the twigs when we should strike at
the root The syii ptoms T have justmentioned or any umiai al actidn or irritation of
the water channels indicatethe approach of
Bright's disease even more than u cough announces the comipg of consumption. We
do not treat ttye cough, but try to help the
lungs. We ihonld not waste our time trying to relieve the headache, stomach- pains
aliout the body or other symptoms, but go
directly to the kidneys, the source of most
of these ailment*. ”
“This, then, is what you meant when you
said more than one-half the deaths which
occur arise from Bright's disease, is it, doc-

Pain-Killer

satisfiedhpon
(ay

A SAFE AND 8UIK

M

VI}

AemedYfoh

'

aru'.-t

Rheumatism,
Improve, and its continued use affords very encouraging results,J can >laep soundly, walk better, am

Neuralgia,

from pains, and the severe attacks" of headache
from which I suffered so mulh have disappeared,,
and I cheerfullyrecommend Hunfs Remedy for all
purposes for which it Is advertised. I will add in
dosing that my wife baa used It very successfullyfor
preventing the attacks of sick headachewith which
free

Cramp*
Cholera,
Diarrhoea,

she had been afflictedfrom youth."

ALMOST DISHEARTENED.” '

Yes, sit

Vrf

“That article of yours doctor,has created

sustain?’'

_
'

much conversation both in professional
When he arrived he found « crowd circles and on ' the street Apparently it
under a tree and in the circle was the caused more commotion in Rochester, as
prisoner— a villainouschap, who had the following from the same paper shows:
committed a heinous offense. The crowd
Dr. J. B. Henion’ who is well known not
had started to hang him, but several only
ly in liochester,
Rochester, but In
in nearly every part
citizens had advanced such arguments of

now

w

SEisassK;

firmed by
terrlew*.
An nnusudiarticle tfom M^Bochester

bp lyn

:

o

Mi

PERRY DAVIS’

Editorial

Dysentery,

.

A prominentcitizen sends us the following state‘What did this analysis show you?”
“The
“The presence oi
of ail
albumen and tube casts ment:—
in great abundance ”
"For severalyear* I have been very serionaly af“And what did the symptoms indicate?”
flicted with a very severe pain in the back, which I
A seriousdiseaseof the kidm
kidneys.”
long supposed to be lumbagoor rheumatism of the
“Did you think Mr. Warner could recover?” back. More recentlythe pains had become more se“No, sir.- I did not think it possible. It vere, so much so that it waa with difficulty that i was
was seldom, indeed, that so pronounced a able to get out of bed In the moruing. I had tried
case had, up to that time, ever been cured " various remedieswithout any apparent relief.By
“Do you know anything about the remedy the earnestsolicitation of a friendI commenced takwhich cured him?”
ing Hunt’s Remedy about three week’s ago, and its
“Yea, I have chemically analyzedit and
instantaneousbenefit* are wonderful, for I have had
upon critical examination, find it entirely no pains In my back since takingthe first three doaea ;
free from any poisonous or deleterioussuband am frlleved from the pains, aches and exhauststances.”
We publish the foregoingstatementsin ive weeklies*, the painful aymptoma Uiat usually
view of the commotion which the publicity accompanydiseaseof the kidneys.And I confidently
of Dr. Henlon's article has oausei
a and to expect to be completely and permanently cured by
meet the protestations which have been the use of it. 1 most cheerfullyrecommend Hunt's
made. The standing of Dr. Henion, Mr. Remedy to all who are afflicted with any kidney or
Warner and Dr. Lattlmore in the community liver disease. WILLIAM Q. ARNOLD,
Walnut atreet. Providence,R. I.
is beyond question and the statements they
make cannot for a moment be doubted
March 39, 1883.
They conclusivelyshow that Bright's disease
of the kidneys is one of the most deceptive
and dangerous of all diseases, that it is etoeedinglycommon, alarmingly increasing
and that it can be cured
1

Where do all the pins go to? They go
down if you happen to make a ten strike.

AND
Bruises,

Burns

AND
Scalds,

Toothache

AND
Headache.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

KOSttPtfft

Sparta, Tenn.— Dr. W. B. Cummings says:
am strongly convinced of the efficacyof
Brown’s Irun^Bitteys, and recommend them. ”
“I

Attbamp tailed his shoes “corportions,”
because they had no solea.
Noted Institutionsof Learning.

Elsewhere in our educational oolnmn will
That the strongesthorse is generally
be found a card of the noted institutions of
placed between the shafts.
learning,the Universityof Notre Dame and
Bt. Mary’s Academy, situatedatNotreDame,
That it is better to be good and
Ind. The native grandeur of the surrountU
homely than to. be pretty and bad.
Ing landscape, the magnificent forest trees;
eiC
That people who wear the best
beautifullakes and the
'
“ Joseph
the winding
Bt
clothes do not always wear the best.
river invite activity and energy; while the
quiet seclusion of the lo. ality, two miles
That the man who barters health for tor?”
fi
rom the city of South Bend, inspire reflecriches is never satisfiedwith the bar“Precisely. Thousands of so-called dis- tion and study. All the courses of study
gain.
eases are torturing people to-day,when in are taught in these institutions, while the
That learning is a powerful auxiliary reality it is Bright's disease in some one of greatest care is exercised over the moral
to the fool bent on displaying his folly. its many forms. It is a hydra-headed trainingof pupila
That the man who could do a thing monster, and the slightest symptoms should
“Put Up” at the Gault House.
strike terror to every one who has them. I
if he tried is always very careful not to
The business man or tourist will find Vo time should bo lost If the stomach, liver and
can iook
duck ana
recau nunareas
look back
and recall
hundreds or
of ac
deaths
first-class accommodationsat the low price
%
which physicians declared at the time were
\
bowels are affectedto adopt the sure remedy, HosThat he who sees no good in human caused by paralysis,apoplexy, heart dis- of $2 and $2..’.0per day at the Gault House, e tier’s Stomach Bitters. Diseases of the organs
Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets.
pneumonia,* malarial
malarfaf fever and o
other
nature is too much given to self-con- ease, pneumonia,
named beget others far more serious, and a delay is
far-famed hotel is located in the center
common complaints which I now see were This
temptyition.
of the city, only one block from toe Union therefore hazardous.Dyspepsia, liver complaint,
caused by Bright's disease. "
Depot Elevator; all appolnments first- chillsand fever, eariy rheumatictwinges,kidney
[’hat people
weo
That
who boast that they al“And did all these cases have simple sympweakness, bring serious bodilytroubleIf trilled with.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
ways speak what they think have some toms at first?”
Lose no time in using this effective and sale medi“Every
one
of
them,
and
might
have
been
very mean thoughts.
Personal t— To Men Only!
cine.
cured, as I was, by the timely use. of the
For sale by all Druggistsand Dealersgenerally.
•That the man who is always able to
The Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall Mich.,
same remedy— Warner’s Safe Cure. I am
say the right thing in the right place getting mv eyes thoroughly open in this will send Dr. Dye’s CelebratedElectroVoltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on trial
is usually in the right place to say it.
matter and think I am helping others to see
for thirty days to men (young or old) who
That the photographer who can the facts and their possible danger also. are afflicted with nervous debility,lost viWhy, there are no end of truths bearing on tality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing
make a flattering picture is more suc- this subject. If you want to know more
Circulars free. VALENTINEBROS., Janesville, Wls.
cessful than he who makes a correct about it go and see Mr. Warner himself. He Bpeedy and complete restoration of health
and manly vigor. Address as above. N. B.—
likeness.
was sict the same as I, and is the healthiest
Jgg a wesk^to yourowu town, yrma and
No risk is incurred,as thirty days’ trial is alThat it is the same with thought as man in Rochester to-day. He has made a lowed.
study of this subject and can give you more
with money— the less one has of either, facta than I can. Go, too, and see I)r. LattiFor dyspepsia, indigestion,depression of
the more eager he is to make a dis- more, the chemist, at the University. If pirits and general debility in their various
you want facts there are any quantity of forms; also as a preventive againstfever and
play of it.
-vMORPHINK HABIT.
That when a man tells you of a them, showing the alarming increa.- e of ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
No p*y till on ___
___
n-L Tea
Bright's disease, its simple and deceptive “Ferro-PhosphoratedElixir of Caiisaya,”
years established, l.ooo
chance to make money, he neglects to symptoms, and there is but one way by made by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York,
cured. State case. Dr.
mention the hundred or more chances which it can be escaped ”
and sold by all druggists, is the best tonic;
Mjirsh, Quincy,Mich.
Fully satisfied of the truth and force of the and for patients recovering from fever or
to lose it in the same enterprise.—j&rdoctor’s words, the reporter bade him good other sicknessit has no eaual
change.
day and called on Mr. Warner at his estabSticking,irritation,inflammation,all Kidney
lisnraent on Exchange street. At first Mr.
Where Prairie Chickens Were Too Com- Warner was inclined to be reticent; but, and Urinary Complaint*, cured by “BuchuPaiba."
$L
learning that the information desired was
mon to Eat.
about the alarming increase of Bright's disAll our lady friends will be delighted to
Rev. J. J. Pearce, D. D., of Pennsyl- ease, his manner changed instantlyand he
hear that L L Cragin A Co. ,1 H H. 4th st Phila.
vania, while on a visit to friends in spoke very earnestly.
are giving first-classPiano Kheet Music, vocal
Sketch or Model. PATENTS HO UGHT or
Iowa a few years ago, expressed a great 1 “It is true that Bright’s disease has in- and instrumental,gratia (No advertisingon Send
Xpert
SOLD. Long experience.
Send Stamp for Book.
creased wonderfully, and we find, by reliable it) Write for catalogueMention thb* paper.
A. W. MORGAN k CO.. Patent Attorneys aad dealers
. hunt,
_____ and to
to have a chicken
statistics, that in the past ten years its
In Patent*, P.O.Box, TiO, Washington, D.C.
be able to say on his return that he had growth has been 250 per cent Look at the
Don’t die in the house. “Rough on Rats." Clears
"TH« BIST It OHIAPtST.”
dined on the noble bird of the prairie. prominent$en it has carried off; Everett, out rate, mice, flics, roaches, bed-bugs. 16c.
Sumner,
Chjf£,
Wilson,
Carpenter,
Bishops
A hunt was organized and he put himHaven and reck, and others. This is terriThere was a young lady quite fair.
self at its head, and after a hard day’s ble, and shows a greater growth than that of
Who had much trouble wito her hiiir,
work and many miles’ travel the shoot- any other known complaint It should be
Bo she bought Corboline,
eves y one that something must be
And a sight to be seen
ers returned with a half-dozen birds. plain to eve:
done to check
:k this increase or there is no
ol this maiden, I declare.
Is the i head of
These were given to the wife of one of
knowing w here it may end ”
PlSO S
FC R
the party to be prepared for supper,
That husband of mine is three times the man ho
“Do you think many people are afflicted
was before he began using Wells' Health Itcnewer.
and the elder was invited. Supper with it to-day who do not realize
i
it, Mr.
iff iStCoih Syrap1 -lil^iSSod.
time came; there were pies, cakes, pre- Warner?"
25c buys a pair of Lyon’s Patent Heel BtiffION.
serves, meats of every kind and variety
enera MMtokes a boot or shoe last twice as long.
'Hundreds of thousanda I have a strikbut no prairie chicken. The elder was
ing example of this truth which has just
Wells’ “Rough on Corns."— 16c. Ask for it.
puzzled as well as disappointed. The come to my notice. A prominent Profesor
Complete,permanent cure. Corns. warts, bunions.
woman being interviewedabout it after- in a New Orleans Medical College was lecturward, said that she had been better ing before his class on thesifbjectofBright's
SCROFULA.
disea-e. He had various fluids under microWhether Inherited or developed by drcnmiUncea.
raised than to set the likes of a prairie
scopic analysis,and was showing the misfortune or neglect,if not suppressed,progresses
chicken before a nice gentleman like students what the indicationsof this terriby a gradual,unobserved and painlessprocess. The
ble malady were In order to show the conMr. Pearce.— Fores* and Stream.
glands enlarge, the skin breaks out in sores and ultrast between healthy and unhealthy fluids
he had provided a vial, the contents of cers, the flesh wastes and the bones decay. The best
A Happy Wife.
which were drawn from his own person remedy for these serious evils is unquestionably
husband, I never slept so soundly ‘And now. gentlemen,’ he said, ‘as we have Hood’s Sarsapsrilla.It purifiesthe blood, restores
the wasted form, drives sway that tired feeling which
I do now, after using German Hop Bitseen the unhealthy
Indications, I will
Hu
' show
'
ters. ” Sold by all druggista
you how it appears in a state ot perfect invalids complain of, and infuses energy and spirit
health,’ and he submitted his own fluid to into every fiber.
Terrible Sores on Neck*
It is stated as a fact that many people the usual teat As he watched the results his
Hiss Nellie Maine, Rockville, Conn., was troubled
hear best when their eyes are closed. Thmk

"

'

6|ffE8s

try.

(Mil.

llulldlnj.)

THK UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAMS.
past year, accommodatednrarly MO reiitdent students.
Every facility Is afforded for acquiring a thorough

knowledge of

CIumhIch, M*thpmatlc*jLaw, Science and
A thorough commercial course is also s feature of
Imititution.Specialadvantages will, during ths
coming year, be placed within the reach of those dsthe
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on

study
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boys under
under thirteen
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separate. Oa
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ST. MARY’S' ACADEMY.
(One mile Weat from Notre Dame University.)
of Art and Deslmi.

School

Young MenSgEBS^JSSig
^

OPIUM

1

desire

,

,

.

PATENTS

__

ebareeof
___________ jrps i
____ , _______a s larg*
Music Hall and 28 separate
irate rooms for Instruments,
Htudio modeledon the great Art Hchools of Inrope,
Drawingand Painting from life and the antique.
ations for
f
Building commodious; ample accommodations
pupils. ^For full particulars apply £or catalogueto

^

^ Sup«

P. «., Ind.
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$5 to $20

CHICAGO SCALE
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Dyspepsia.
Dyspepsiaand sick headache do not rewtnrn to those who have used Great German
Hop Bittern Bold by all druggista

\

Telegraphy is not such a very old discovbut it’s a Morse-grown one, neverthe-

ery,

lesa

,

tle. Sold by

all

Hood's Sarsaparilla

druggista

through all the stages of kidney disease.”
“You know of Dr. Henlon's case?”
“Yes^I have both read and heard of it ”
What is there in a womtfn which is most
“It is very wonderful, ip it not?”
suggestive of .early death? Ahem ! her age.
“A very prominentcase, bdt ‘no more so
A toll feeling after meals, dyspepsia, than a great many others that have come to
my notice as having been cured
cure by the same
means. ”
m-he4ith •r
“You believe, then, that Bright’s disease
a
Knocking a friend down Is n cure w«y of can be
“I know it can. I know it from the tx* dropping an acquaintance.
perience of hundreds of prominent persafts
fa's hard to believe Miss Whittier was who were given up to die by bOtMheii
•ored of such terriblesores by Hood's Suw sicianaandfricnds.”
../You speak oJjjrQor own experience, what
parilla, but reliable people prove It
wasit'i” u oV.
.
fea' ful one. I had felt languid and un' it is
fitted for business ter yeara- But 1 did not
far finer

ter

xt*

-

c

x

Ladies
Do you want a pure, blooming Complexion! If go, a

HORNE’S ELECTRIC BELT

found

It entirelysatisfactory." I

have since

cure Nervouoneia,

Will

Par-'

alvtls
dt,

Neuralgia,
Kidney, Hplne
tlmm, Heart
(llneaites.Gout.Anthma
»

disease,Dyspepsia. ConrttButton.' Err g/peJaa!’Catarrh,

Dumb Ague. Prolapsus Uteri, etc. only
America that sendstne
tends the Electricity and
and maf>
m tUm through the body, and can be rechargedin an ii>
nsttent.Bend Stamp for Circular.
llr.W.J. HORNE, InvcatoftlUl Wabash At. .Chlcaff*
tru.' Belt
Beltlti
In

slant by the

AN

AGRICULTIAL LIBRARY!

UI rresn, rracucai ana Accurate intormation oa
the subject of Agriculture and kindred industries
Klaborately lUuNtratod br cuts and
d <11
diagrams.
agr

Morocco, er one atont volume in Leather,
er, eontainingOne Tliuu«a>idOne
tutdred Dot.
Doubln
Column pages. Sold
Bold only by sn
subscription.
We Waut Ageu § In every State aud county in
Ameriqs. A liberal dlaoonnt on a book that will
sell. IntelligentFarmers. Teachersand Btudeuta
either Ladles or Gentlemen, can secure Profitable employment by addressing the publishers for
terms and Information.

HAND, MeXALLY A CO„
TWt

I

yon to yonr heart’s conIt does away with Sallowness, Redness, Pimples.

RELIABLE

ilV

' How to SwTure Health.
atrangeany one will sufferfrom derangement
brought on by impure blood when Mcovill'a Sarsaparilla and Stilbngla or Blood and LHlr Syrup will
restore health to the phydcal organization,it ia a
strengtheningsyrup, pleasant to take, and the best

Blotches, and all diseases

Blood Purifierever discovered, curing Scrofula.
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Chicago, JDL

MOST

MAGNOLIA BALM wWgrat-

i«i

CJ(rV.u
tration and

0.

Lumibago. Rheumatism,

few applications of Hagan’s

tent

Scrofulous disorders.Weakness of the Kidneys, Erytipelss, Malaria,Nervous disorders,Debilitr, Bilious
OQmplaJnta and diseasesof the Blood, Liver, Kidneys,
Stomach,
"

• ' ^

.%

DR.

Whlneton. D.

Hun

Sold by druggists. |1 ; six for |5. Prepared only by
C. I. HOOD k CO., apothecaries,
Lowell, Haas.

It Is
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cured?”

tt.

Three Imp-rial Octavo Volumes,hsudso
handeomely
and substantiallybound In Full Cloth sod
and Hull
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Look Welt to the Name.
. gen
The only
genuine German Hop Bitters
anyone
have the word “German" blown In the bot- what I am talking abont for I have been

p

Bo*

"

for two years with terrible scrofula sores on her neck.
One was as large as her hand. She got discouraged,
------------made a painful discovery; I have Bright’s when a friend advised Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She
disease of the kidneys, ’ and in less than a bought a bottle, and another,and a third. After takyear he was dead.”
ing these the sores healed,and all signs of them have
“You believe, then, that it has no symp- disappeared. She has not been troubled since.
toms of its own and is frequently unknown
SO Sores 8 Year*.
even bv the person who is afflicted with it?"
When I began to take Hood’s SsrsapariUs I had 30
“It has no symptoms of its own and very scrofulousioi-chon ray leg and all over my right foot.
often none at all Usually no two people I havo taken three bottlea, and am on the fourth. I
have the same symptoms, and frequently have but two sores left, and those are getting along
death is the first symptom. The slightest first rate. I have ha<l these sores for the last eight
indicationof any kidney difficulty should be
years.—Thomas W. Babtlett,Providence,B. L
enough to strike terror'to
I know

bling

i rempt atioutloa gl von all kkndt of government claim. J dries fro*. Ad't with tump, L. 0. Wooi\
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sane store.

CLOSING OUT SALE

Eremeis & Bangs,

8»ve& Under the Gelloin.

Many years ego there lived io the city
young mao, the son of
a respectable and good family, who like
many promising young men of the present
day, had formed the habit of strong
drink. The habit grew and strengthened

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

^-Specialties^*-'

of Macon, Ga., a

upon him

became

until it

fixed, so that

Piire Drugs,

be

*

PATENT MEDICINES,

poverty and degradation.

sense of shame or respect— even

My

him. further than to drag him into some
dark alley out of the way of passing vehicles and from the gaze of respectable

friends and relatives had

about abandoned

him

as a hard case,

OILS,

and

I

warranted strictly pure.

W«

by the un-

are sole agents for the famous

could.

It

so happened that by

strange providencehe

a

lost his

improved land on the south
three houses and lots, a saw mill, and three

WINES & LIQUORS

improved farm of 1651 acres three miles west of the

twenty acres

way and

staggered out of the city half a mile or so

where

to

a short time before a

poor mortal

and fell senseless under the fatal drop.
lay unconsciousuntil
Physician’sprescriptionsand family
luminary of day had climed high recipes accurately prepared.
heavens, when he awoke, saw his

the ‘great

KREMERS & BANGS.

omen

of his
‘Mtah..

he continued in his course.
He then and there resolved by God’s
latter end, if

grace and help never again to touch a drop
of the vile stuff. This resolve he faithfully

kept. He was soon
the church of

God

after converted, joined

and became a useful

minister of the gospe).
city of Atlanta a

by

respected

He

died in the

few years ago, loved and

all

who

knew

him.—

Mav

cure the best of every article in hla llpe.
He has secured the agency for the celebrated Dr. Kings’ New Discovery for Consumption.The only certain cure known

Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Hoarse
Asthma, Hay Fever, Bronchitis, or
any affection of the Throat and Lungs
Sold on a positive guarantee. Trial Battles free. Regular size $100.
for

ness,

Nathan Knapp says: Wolcott, N. Y.
Geuts*-I have been troubled with rheu
mat ism for several years to such a degree
it

impossible to attend to
is that

H

2fUh. ’83 IG-lv.

my bed much

Have

tried

by several doctors, all to no purpose, unti

your Rheumatic Syrnp,

and was induced to

I

am

feel a

try it,

R0OTram,N.Y.,Apr.6th,
So.
Port Byron, N.Y., Feb.
Sump CO.:
RheumaticSyrup Co. :
Gncw— I nave been a great

“dEdecKffi;H.D.
Manufactured by

n° 12r&

RHEUMATIC SYRUP

VEALLCOMPETlfCRSl

H.

—a—

;

who has since removed

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R’y,
Being the Great Central Line, affords to traveler*,by reaeon of Its unrivaled geographical position,the ahorteet and beet route between the Eaet, Northeastand
Southeast, and the Weet, Northwest and Southwest.
It Is literallyand strictly true, that Its connectionsare all of the principalllnee
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
By Its main line and branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
LaSalle, Qeneseo, Moline and Rock Island, In Illinois | Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic,Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Cuthrle Center and Council Bluffs,
In Iowa i Gallatin,Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atchison In Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villagesdnd towns
Intermediate. The

IJGHTjjtjNNlNE

newHome
(L

0-0//V v

.\

a sub-

to

New

York,

%
Jewelry,

“Well, hay will do.” “I have no hay.”
‘

etc., etc.

Prompt attention given to repairing.

have on my farm are 10 bushels of onions,

and of course the lord don’t eat onions.”

“Maybe not, ”v growled the
you bring

me

in a

old man, “bnt

bushel and we’ll take

the risk of it.” Mr. Blank says

it

was the

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Eankakee, has recently been opened,

crops were a failure, 0 wise prophet. All
1

MIATKD, FI NIL Y UPHOL81CRED and ILBQANT DAY COACHES) a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR OARS
PULLMAN 8
latest designedand handsOTiestPALACE SLEEPING
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THK COUNTRY, and In which euperlor meals are served to travelersat
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.
THREE TRAINS each way between CHISAGO and the
.
TWO TRAINS each way between OHIOAQO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,
Ha the famous

I keep a full line oi Spectacles, which are the
beet iu the market.

'Then bring in potatoes or corn.” ‘Both

to travelers all the advantages and comforts

S1**?0*1

single bushel,’’was the reply.

oats.” “I have none.”

It is familiarlyoallsd, offers

ever

Watches, Clocks,

brought in my wheat this year.” “I didn’t

'

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
As

and said: “Brother Blank, yon have not

in

p

dealer in

#TH£fr'

On

him

one occasion he called before

I’ll take it

ii
ml

WYKHUYSEN,

Brigham Young was alive he

persistency that balked at nothing.

“Then

ij

CO., i Plymouth Avc., Rochester, N. Y.

sympton of anything like rheuma-

a

«...

ralgia.

collected his tenth of the farmer with a

raise

n, imixch:.

IsT

cure of rheumatismand net
W.B. CHASE.

WILLIAM STRANG.

and well as ever, and never

more. lean cheerfully rccom
mend your Rheumatic Syrup to all who
are afflictedwith rheumatism, for it is
certainly a most invaluableremedy, and
too much can not bo said in its praise.

ject

A

I had been doctorin ’ for three
from Rheumatism for six
years, and hearing of the «ucce» or four years, with dil.crentphyof Rheumatic Syrup I concluded sicians.for wrofula, hs some called it, but found no relief until I
to give it a trial In my own case,
and I cheerihlly say that I have commenced taking your Syrup.
been greatly benefited bvito uie. After taking it a short time, to
I can walk with entire freedom my surprise,it began to help me.
fourth bottle. 1 think itthe pe
from pain, and my general health Continuingits use a few weeks, remedy I have ever heard of ft
isvenr much improved. It is a I found myaelf as well as ever. puriflrfngthe blood and for th
splendid remedy for the blood As a blood purifier, I think it has
sufferer

tism any

“When

L

Fairport,N. Y., March 12, ’81
RheumaticSyrup Co.:
Gents— Since November, 188i
I have been a constantsuffere
from neuralgia and have n<
known what it was to be frG
trom pain until I commence
the use of Rheumatic Syrup,
have felt no pain since using th

20, ’82.

Rheumitic

and I am very

to say, after the use of a few bottles,

as strong

X.

my

aH'sortsof remedies, and have been treatet

happy

O

of foundryman

of the time.

I finally heard of

obtain good bargains.

NZURALGIA CURED.

SCROFULA CURED.

RHEUMATISM CURED.

and have been confined to the house am
to

on the

The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!

Wide Awake Druggists.

which

me and

city,

SYRUP.

-1

Mr. Heber Walsh is always alive to
his business and spares no pains to se-

business

Call and see

and an

Rheumatic

Thornburg.

that I found

Park.

lots in this city,

H-AJRIRUT Q-TOIT

Here the poor fellow

situation,and concluded it an

side of sixteenth street,

of

road to Macatawa

for Medicinal use.

had paid the extreme penalty of the law,

in the

Estate: Six hundred and

“Tansil’s Punch” Cigar.

feelingsaloon keeper to care for himself
as best he

also desire to sell the following Real

thirty-nine acres of timbered land seven miles north of this city,

One night while beastly intoxicated he
street

line of

full

CLOTHDTG, GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS, HATS &
MACHINE
ETC.,
OAFS, BOOTS & SHOES, DRY GOODS, GROCERIES,
SHINGLES, LATH, ETC., ETC.
PARIS GREEN,

therefore hopeless.

was turned out into the

stock of goods consists of a

LINSEED, LARD, CASTOR,

the police had long since ceased to notice

His

entire stock at

greatly reduced prices.

TOILET SOAPS,
The admonitions of friends, and the
DRUGGIST’S SUNDRIES,
prayers of God’s people were alike unheeded. He had apparentlylong since PAINTS, WHITE LEAD,

people.

my

will sell

BRUSHES,
PERFUMERY,

gradually sunk to the lowest degree of

lost all

change my business and

I desire to

SfilE

between Newport News, Richmond,Cincinnati,

on^Mtlipran

Ooumll

No trouble to show goods.

Watches and

bushel of onions which convinced him

Indianapolis

and La

Fayette,

Traina.

For more detailed Information, see Mape and Folders, which maybe obtained, ae
well ae Tlckefe, at all principal Ticket Office* in the United States and Canada, or of

R. R.

Clocks1

CABLE.
Manager,

E> ST.

JOHN,

0«n’l T’k’t A Paes’r Ag’t,

Vloe-Pres’t A Osa'I

CHICAGO.

gold belowr GiandJRapidsprice*.

that there was something suspicious about
old Brigham’s inspirations.

August

is

GIVE

the great holiday month, and

the August St. Nicholas

is essentially a

wwHomet.

holiday number, taking its readers away

MACHIBH
•SEWING MACHINE
€0-

from the great

(30 UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK

cities to the

mountains and

seaside,by the brooks and the breakers.

A bright,amusing, and exciting sea story
is

the Rev. Charles R. Talbot’s “Lady of

CHICAGO, ILL.

^^^ORANGE,

girl

him win a race, to his exceeding
delight. Maurice Thompson, in the
“Work and Play Department,”has
seasonable paper on “Flyfishing for
Black Bass,” which he writes for the
helped

double purpose of advocating fly-fishlog
as a sport for

boys and

girls,

and of put-

ting forward the claims of the naturally

IN

THE

GROCERY Ague
AND’-*-'

Meyers, Brouwer

&

C.
DEALERS IN

FURNITURE

A

COFFINS

HOLLAND, MICH.
D. & M. R. R. Lands.

STEKETEE

thieve*.”

&

BOS,

Alao a very large and aaaorted stock of

DRY GOODS

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

to

quently produoea no injurious effect upon the con-

Theoldest’establlehed Stable in the city.

On Market

Street,

near Eighth.

G.

VAN 8CHELVBN,

vt

Holland, Mlcbl

I have the newest and best

WE WARRANT AVER’S AGUE CURE

PRODUCE TAKEN

EXCHANGE.
O. STS UTSS

BouAND.W.iWMWQ.

to

city,

HEARSE

in this

with the finest horses and carriagesfor ftineral

cure every ease of Fever and Ague, Intermittent purposes, whichl will fumlsb|
*r Chill Fever, Bemittent Fever, Dumb Ague,

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Bilious Fever, and
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock malaria. In case of
of Groceries,— always of the Freshestand Purest,
bat also all klndscf Farmers Produce , Provisions, ers are authorised,
Etc., Etc.
1st, 1882, to refund

PAI.MER8’

s«0Pg

contains an antidote for all malarial di Borders which, so far as known, is used in no other
remedy. It contains no Quinine, nor any mineral
nor deleterious substancewhatever,and conse-

was before the attack.

Co.

Edward

how he “Went down

Cure

stitution,bnt leaves the system aa healthy as it

game

Kiefier relate*

AYER’S

NEW

By the proviilon* of an act of the late »e*Blon
diffidentblack baas as a
fish and of the legislature,
all persona holding title by deed
rival of the trout. J. T. Trowbridge takea or contract to any of the D. A M. It. R. landa, *ocalled, from either Bowea, Gould or Griawold, upWhich wo ntend to keep as complete as poaal
the “Tinkbam Brothers”through a thrill- on making certain proof, will be entitled to a ble embracingall tbe 1 teat and best made fa Dries
patent
from
the
state for such landa. — - ,
ing midnight attack on their “Tide-mill”;
Peraona having perfected their title under the
the “Swept Away” party in
8. act of 1081 and paid np back taxas, may recover
part*.of neb taxes from the state.
Ellia’s aerial have aeveral exciting advenSpecial attention will be given to the settlement
tures in their voyage down the awollen of all each claims on reasonable terma.
Communications either in person or by letter
I*
waters of the Misaiaiippi,and Harry M. promptlyattended to.

Jtftefao,Nri f«U

H. BOOIT-B,

20.

DEY GOOES STOEE

took possession of a yacht, to

the owner’s excessive annoyance, and

Hollakd. Mich., July

MASS."

the Cbingachgook,” which tells how a
young

ME A CALL.
H. WYRIIUYSEN.
1882. 24-ly

Dr. J. C. Ayer

Liver Complaint caused by
failure,after due trial, deal-

as cheap,

by our circular dated July than any party
the
,

money.

A

Co., Lowell,

Mail.

A week made at home by the inflduBtriouB.Best business now ho-

M
IP

#

fore

the public. Capital not need-

if

not cheaper

this city.

H.

BOONE.
25-lf

Holland, July 28th, 1882.

Sold by al) Druggist*.

± mm a
mm
ik
#

in

people arealwayson the lookout
for changes to Increasetheir
earnings, and in time become
wealthy:those who do not Im
Iprove tnelr opportunitiesremain In porp^.
offer a o

WISE

We

maui
ed. We will start yon. Men. great chance to make money. We want many
§m women, boys and eirls wanted men, women, boys and girt* to work for ni In their
everywhereto work for us. Now own localities.Any one can do the work properly
is the time. Ton can work In spare time, or give from the first start The business will pay more

|

your whole time to the business. No other hnsj
neai will pay you nearly as weH. No one can tail

than ten times ordinary wage*. Expensiveoutfit*

ta make enormou pay. by engaging at ones,

A BOS.
UTIflSMI*

W.,

««#

> V-

